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ABSTRACT 

 

Characterization and regulation of biosynthetic gene clusters 

 in Aspergillus niger 
 

 

Gregory Evdokias 
 

 

Fungi produce a broad range of secondary metabolites with various bioactivities that have 

allowed them to be used as antibiotics and pharmaceutical drugs. The genes encoding secondary 

metabolites are commonly organized contiguously into biosynthetic gene clusters.  The close 

spacing of functionally related genes facilitates the identification of multiple parts of a secondary 

metabolite pathway, its regulation, and provides the possibility of discovering novel bioactive 

compounds.  

However, (i) the function of each genes within biosynthetic gene cluster is often not well 

defined, (ii) the regulation of gene clusters is very complex and, so far, remains mostly 

uncharacterized.  

Herein, three Aspergillus niger gene clusters were investigated. The transcriptional 

regulation of two clusters thought to be involved in malformins production and one unknown 

cluster not associated with any metabolites, was studied. The overexpression of transcription 

factors and knocked out of backbone enzymes were done by gene replacement. The production of 

malformins and others secondary metabolites was assessed by comparative metabolomics and 

transcriptomics using mass spectrometry and RNA-sequencing, respectively.  
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Introduction 

 

 Purpose 

 This study was conducted in order to associate the appearance of metabolites with the 

upregulation of transcription factors and the disappearance of said metabolites with the removal 

of biosynthetic enzyme genes. In this way the regulation of secondary metabolite gene clusters and 

the metabolic pathways of the metabolites they produce may be better understood. It was 

hypothesized that the transcription factors of the NRRL3_08969 and NRRL3_00036 clusters, 

NRRL3_08965.1 and NRRL3_00042, regulate their clusters and that their upregulation would 

upregulate those clusters, resulting in secondary metabolite production. 

 Fungi hold untapped potential for the discovery of novel, clinically relevant, compounds in 

the form of secondary metabolites. While we already have the technology to analyze thousands of 

metabolites by mass spectrometry the data does not necessarily inform us on the relevance of these 

compounds. Further, metabolite pathways which remain silent under laboratory conditions do not 

produce metabolites and so do not show up in mass spectrometry. Activating the expression of 

secondary metabolite gene clusters can result in the expression of novel metabolites. These novel 

secondary metabolites are more likely to have bioactive effects, as a consequence of their role in 

nature, than the waste products of primary metabolism. Their discovery also allows for their 

association to the genes that produce them. This not only widens our databases of enzymes but 

also gives us targets to increase the expression of these metabolites, facilitating their production 

and study. Similarly, understanding how these pathways are regulated can also allow metabolite 

expression to be enhanced, with the added benefit of revealing the conditions under which these 

metabolites are expressed in nature, pointing to their evolutionary purpose.  

These insights can allow the pursuit of long-term goals such as: the elimination of toxic 

secondary metabolite producing genes from industrial strains, the characterization of novel 

secondary metabolites, the increase in production of clinically relevant secondary metabolites, the 

engineering of secondary metabolite pathways and enzymes to produce new secondary metabolite 

derivatives, and the repurposing of secondary metabolite enzymes for the modification of new 

substrates.  

 

1.1 Secondary metabolites: definition and origin 

Organisms produce primary metabolites, which are necessary for the survival of the organism, 

and secondary metabolites, which are not required for the organism’s survival. Instead, they 

provide a fitness advantage under certain conditions; namely the presence of predators and 

competitors (1). Common primary metabolites include macromolecules like DNA and proteins, 

which are necessary for an organism’s growth and development. Secondary metabolites on the 

other hand exhibit a wide variety of bioactive effects. Bacteria, fungi, and plants use secondary 

metabolites to communicate and compete with competitors in their environment (2). Fungi, for 

instance, are known to produce antibiotics like penicillin (3). These antibiotics, in affecting the 

fitness of competitors, reduces competition for nutrients in the environment (3). Like primary 

metabolite production, secondary metabolite production requires the intake of nutrients. An 

organism must therefore balance the needs of growth and development with the needs of 

competing and communicating with other organisms in the environment. This results in a selective 

pressure to regulate secondary metabolism separately from primary metabolism; a regulation that 

may be altered under the different selective conditions of the laboratory (1). This pressure for 
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separate regulatory networks is one of the proposed reasons for co-localization of secondary 

metabolite genes into clusters (4). 

 

1.1.1 Fungal secondary metabolites structure and bioactive effects 

Secondary metabolites are broadly categorized into different types according to their structure. 

These include, but are not limited to, non-ribosomal peptides, polyketides, fatty acids, alkaloids, 

terpenoids, and phenols. Secondary metabolites provide many avenues for research as well as 

many opportunities for the discovery of clinically relevant compounds.  

This diverse array of secondary metabolites can produce a diverse array of bioactive effects. 

Some notable examples can be seen in table 1. Non-ribosomal peptides take up the bulk of this 

thesis and hold some unique characteristics which will be discussed. Polyketides are the most 

abundant secondary metabolite group, with structural diversity arising from principally from the 

building blocks acyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA (with subsequent modifications like methylation) (5). 

Alkaloids can hold a variety of interesting neurological effects (6), a famous example being 

caffeine which causes alertness. Humans have contended with alkaloids for our entire agricultural 

history as blighted crops caused mass poisonings with toxic alkaloids (7). Today, science has been 

able to isolate individual alkaloids and generate drugs, such as ergometrine, which had been for 

centuries used to help with childbirth, but has since, through isolation and proper dosage, has 

become safer to administer (8).  

 

Table 1. Examples of clinically relevant secondary metabolites 
Name Structure Class Function Species Reference

s 

Malformin C 

 

NRP Plant-

growth, 

anti-biotic, 

anti-viral, 

anti-

cancer, 

Aspergillus 

niger, 

Aspergillus 

brasiliensis 

Anderegg et 
al. 1976(9), 

Theobald et 

al. 2018(10), 
Wang et al. 

2015(11), Tan 

et al. 2015(12) 

Penicillin 

 

NRP Antibiotic Penicillium 

species 

Künzler 
2018(3) 

Daptomycin 

 

NRP Antibiotic  Streptomyces 

roseosporus 

Nguyen et al. 

2006(13)  

Thiocoraline 

 

NRP DNA 

binding: 

anti-

cancer, 

anti-HIV, 

anti-

bacterial 

Marine 

Micromonospor

a sp. L-13-

ACM2-092 

Felnagle et al. 

2008(14) 
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Cyclosporine 

 

NRP Immune 

suppressio

n 

Tolypocladium 

inflatum 

Felnagle et al. 
2008(14) 

Myriocin 

 

Fatty Acid Immune 

suppressio

n 

Mycelia sterilia Sasaki et al. 
1994(15)  

Caspofungin 

( an 

Echinocandin

) 

 

Lipopeptid

e 

Antifungal Derived from 

organisms such 

as Aspergillus 

rugulovalvus 

Vardanyan et 
al. 2016(16) 

Griseofulvin 

 

Polyketide Anti-

fungal 

Penicillium 

griseofulvum 

Banani et al. 

2016(17) 

Lovastatin 

 

Polyketide Cholestero

l reduction 

Aspergillus 

terreus 

Balraj et al. 

2018(18) 

Ergometrine 

 

Alkaloid Oxytocic Claviceps 

Purpurea 

De Groot et al. 
1998(19) 

 

 

1.1.2 Non-ribosomal peptides 

Non-ribosomal peptides are a class of secondary metabolite. They are peptides that are not 

produced by the ribosome. As such, these peptides are not translated from mRNAs (20). Rather, 

they are assembled by enzymes from amino acids and are sometimes further modified by other 
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tailoring enzymes to meet the needs of the organism. The amino acids that are incorporated into 

these peptides can be of either D or L configuration. D and L amino acid configurations are 

enantiomers around the chiral carbon between the carboxylic acid group, the amino group, the 

variable group, and a hydrogen. L-amino acids are the amino acids typically incorporated into 

ribosomal peptides (21). These L-amino acids can have an R or S configuration, meaning a 

different handedness around the chiral center, depending on the amino acid. L-cysteine is (R)-

cysteine while L-alanine is (S)-Alanine. This is why biochemistry uses the D and L convention. 

These peptides can be of varying lengths, including non-ribosomal peptides as large as 47 amino 

acids in the case of Polytheonamide B (22).  

 

1.1.3 Defining the malformins non-ribosomal peptides 

Malformins’ effects were first observed in 1958 when a compound produced by Aspergillus 

niger caused malformations in the roots, stems and petioles of plants like the corn plant and bean 

plant (23). In the following years there were attempts to both characterize the compound’s structure 

and bioactive effects. Multiple compounds sharing a similar structure were found in the A. niger 

derived extracts that caused the malformations. Named after the malformations they caused, these 

malformins were named alphanumerically as they were discovered. The discovery of malformin 

B, for instance, came after the discovery of malformin A. Both were isolated from different strains 

of A. niger (Malformin A from 56-39 and Malformin B from 56-30) (24). Since malformin B was 

shown to be two separate malformins by column chromatography, malformin B nomenclature was 

separated into malformin B1 and B2. Discovery of malformins proceeded in this way until the 11 

named malformins listed in table 2 were discovered. Since these discoveries were made based off 

an incomplete understanding of malformins’ molecular structures some redundancy was 

introduced in the naming convention. Molecules thought to be novel malformins were named 

before errors in the predicted structure were revealed. This resulted in malformin A3, B1b, and C 

having the same structure (25). The final count gives 9 malformin molecules produced by a single 

species with two different masses and very similar retention times.  

 

1.1.4 Malformins’ bioactive effects 

Since its discovery, malformins have been included in drug screens and surveyed for a variety 

of bioactive effects. The first such study with malformin showed some level of inhibition in a few 

bacterial species such as Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli, with complete inhibition of 

bacterial growth at 2.5 and 5.0 mg/L malformin concentration respectively (26). In addition to 

plant malformations malformins have also been observed to stimulate plant growth additively with 

gibberellin in the stems of mung bean plants (27). Studies of malformins anti-cancer activities have 

also been conducted, with some success. While numbers, of course, vary between cell type and 

organism, one study reported Malformin C had an IC50 of 0.18 ± 0.023μM in HCT 116 cells 

(cancer cells), equating to a LC50 to IC50 of 4:1 (11). This narrow window could limit its clinical 

application, especially if the dose-response curve limits the margin of safety. It is possible that 

further alterations to malformins structure could reduce its toxicity or increase its effectiveness, 

widening its therapeutic window. Wang et al., for instance, plan on synthesizing new analogs of 

malformin C to test their effects (11). Even within known malformins molecules there is evidence 

of different molecules exhibiting different toxicities, with one study reporting that malformin C is 

more toxic in mammals than malformin A1 (LD50 of 0.9 mg/kg vs 3.1 mg/kg intraperitoneally, 

respectively) (28). Malformin A1 has shown anti-viral activity at an IC50 of 37.2 μM by lesion 

assay, while the antiviral positive control ningnanmycin gave an IC50 of 154.9 μM (12). 
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1.1.5 Malformins structures 

Malformins are nine different non-ribosomal peptides composed of five amino acids each. The 

core structure is composed of two D-cysteine linked sequentially, followed by an L-Valine. The 

remaining amino acids are a D amino acid of either leucine, Isoleucine, or Valine, followed by an 

L amino acid of either leucine, isoleucine, valine, or alloisoleucine. The last amino acid is bonded 

back to the first cysteine by a peptide bond, forming a cyclic peptide. Both cysteines are also linked 

by a disulfide bond. These various malformins are listed in table 2 with their amino acid sequence. 

Malformins has been observed in several Aspergillus species, though the exact malformins 

present have not always been identified. In addition to A. niger and Aspergillus brasiliensis 

malformins has been observed in Aspergillus welwitschiae, Aspergillus awamori, Aspergillus 

ficuum, Aspergillus phoenicis, and Aspergillus tubingensis (29–31). Several other species, such 

Aspergillus luchensis, also have homologous gene clusters that may produce malformins (10). 

 

Table 2. Various forms of malformin and their amino acid sequence 

Malformin Amino Acid Sequence 
Monoisotopic 

mass 
Produced synthetically 

Malformin A1 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-Ile 529.239 Yes 

Malformin A2 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-Val 515.224 Yes 

Malformin A3 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-Leu 529.239 Yes 

Malformin A4 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Ile-L-Val 515.224 No 

Malformin B1a 

D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-

alloIle 529.239 No 

Malformin B1b D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-Leu 529.239 Yes 

Malformin B2 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Val-L-Leu 515.224 Yes 

Malformin B3 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Ile-L-Leu 529.239 No 

Malformin B4 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Ile-L-Ile 529.239 No 

Malformin B5 D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Val-L-Ile 515.224 No 

Malformin C  D-Cys-D-Cys-L-Val-D-Leu-L-Leu 529.239 Yes 

 

 

1.2 Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 

Non-ribosomal peptides are produced by non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs). NRPSs 

have three core domains that are required for the enzyme to make a peptide. The adenylation (A) 

domains binds a specific kind of amino acid and charges it with the addition of an adenosine mono 

phosphate (AMP) molecule to the carboxylic acid domain by adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 

hydrolysis. This use of ATP is why NRPSs are considered synthetases instead of synthases. The 

thiolation (T or PCP) domains hold the growing peptide chain by binding a sulfur atom to the 

location the AMP was previously. The condensation (C) domain binds the amino acid to the 

growing peptide (32). Proteins that only contain some subset of these three domains are often 

annotated as NRPS-like. The mechanism by which these domains assemble the non-ribosomal 
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peptide can be seen in figure 1. A fourth domain, the thioesterase (TE) domain, is sometimes 

responsible for release of the molecule, often through cyclization of the peptide (33).  In addition 

to these there are optional domains which can be found within the NRPS enzyme. The optional 

domains include methyl transferases, reductases, epimerases, and the aforementioned thioesterase 

domains.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. NRPS reaction mechanism, from activation of the T domain with coenzyme A to the 

addition of a second amino acid. The T domain must be activated by binding of 

phosphopantetheine from coenzyme A to a serine residue using a separate enzyme, 

phosphopantetheinyltranferase (PPTase). The A domain then charges its respective amino acid 

with an adenosine triphosphate, allowing it to bind to the thiol residue of phosphopantetheine. 

When two T domains are charged with an amino acid the C domain can catalyze the addition of 

an amino acid from one to the other. This figure was modified from 

2013.igem.org/wiki/index.php?title=Team:Heidelberg/NRPS&oldid=353123 (34). 

 

Together the core domains of the NRPS are called tridomains and are organized in units of A-

C-T. Amino acids are added sequentially for each tridomain in sequence to build the peptide. Since 
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the peptide sequence lines up with the tridomain sequence we say they are co-linear. This cannon 

is often subverted, however, as in many NRPSs we see repeats and out of order domains. This 

leads to the classification of NRPS into three categories: Linear, iterative, and non-linear. Linear 

NRPSs are the simplest, working sequentially one tridomain after another. For this reason, they 

are the design currently used for synthetic NRPSs. Iterative NRPSs reuse domains and can feature 

multiple C or T domains for a given A domain. In non-linear NRPSs domain order is as of yet 

unpredictable. T or C domains can be lacking for a given A domain, or there could be multiple T 

or C domains for a given A domain (35).  

Each A domain is said to have its own specificity conferring code. This means that any given 

A domain charges only a single type of amino acid. Prediction programs, however, are not much 

better than chance at predicting which amino acid an uncharacterized A domain is specific towards 

(36). Furthermore, these domains are not easily swappable. Doing so often does not produce a 

functional protein. Attempts at making synthetic NRPSs involve selecting tridomains from NRPSs 

that have the same specificity in the downstream tridomain in the native protein as the designed 

protein. This is because the links between domains have some degree of conservation, disrupting 

the folding if they are not next to the appropriate features (37). A more successful example of 

engineering these tri domains in the combinatorial biosynthesis of new compounds is with the 

Daptomycin NRPS, which resulted in the generation of novel antibiotics (13). This highlights the 

need to characterize more NRPS enzymes in order to better model NRP synthesis, or at least 

generate as many tridomain combinations as possible. NRPS enzymes are capable of producing 

multiple products, with recombined NRPSs losing some product diversity even when coded for 

the same amino acids, indicating more complexity in amino acid selection than just the A domains 

(37). 

 

1.3 Biosynthetic gene clusters 

Gene clusters are adjacent genes with some factor relating them to one another, though 

definitions of this relating factor are not always consistent. This factor could be common function, 

co-regulation of expression, or greater proximity of genes than expected by chance when viewed 

across organisms.  Clustering of genes is present across the tree of life, though in higher forms of 

life with longer generation times, more complicated regulation, and less horizontal gene transfer 

they are less common.  The clusters are commonly found in fungi and bacteria, with fungi typically 

carrying more biosynthetic gene clusters in their larger, more complicated genomes, than bacteria. 

Often these gene clusters code for various proteins facilitating secondary metabolite production 

and use (38). In these cases, clusters can be defined starting with the backbone enzyme, such as an 

NRPS, which produces the core of the molecule and working outwards toward relevant or 

relatively closely spaced genes. These other genes could be tailoring enzymes, such as reductases, 

which modify the metabolite structure, transporters, which export the metabolite extracellularly, 

and fungal specific transcription factors, evolved specifically in fungi to regulate fungal systems 

like gene clusters. The function of any given gene to secondary metabolite production is not always 

immediately apparent, and it is possible for an unrelated gene to find itself inserted into a gene 

cluster. It is also possible for a seemingly relevant gene to be included in a cluster’s annotation 

without having a role in metabolite production or without being similarly regulated. Experiments 

need to be conducted to establish whether the role of the gene fits the cluster definition that was 

used to assign it to the cluster. In this way the study of gene clusters also gives us insights into 

their true boundaries. A rough diagram of the NRRL3_08969 gene cluster can be seen in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of the NRRL3_08969 gene cluster, which includes the basic features found in 

many gene clusters: adjacent genes, a backbone enzyme, a tailoring enzyme, transporters, a 

transcription factor, all with different gene orientations and lengths. 

 

Having a cluster under the regulatory control of a regulatory system separate from 

housekeeping functions allows many of these clusters to be cryptic, or in other words 

transcriptionally silent (39). The metabolites these clusters may be capable of producing may not 

be seen under standard laboratory conditions. In these cases, the clusters must be induced or in 

some way upregulated to detect metabolites. In other cases, these clusters may produce known 

compounds where the link between the two has not been experimentally established.  

 

1.4 Fungal secondary metabolite regulation 

Genes are regulated by a complex interplay of molecules which facilitate and block access of 

transcriptional machinery. Proteins which bind specific DNA sequences in order to affect the level 

of transcription are called transcription factors (40). Fungi have evolved their own transcription 

factors called fungal-specific transcription factors, which belong to gene families not found in 

other kingdoms of life (40).  

 

1.4.1 Master regulators 

Master regulators are transcription factors that regulate an unusually large number of genes.  

McrA (NRRL3_03076) is a transcription factor and negative regulator of at least 10 secondary 

metabolite clusters in A. nidulans, as well as the regulation of hundreds of individual genes (41). 

Deletion of the negative regulator has led to upregulation of several secondary metabolites, such 

as sterigmatocystin and nidulanin A, as well as the discovery of two new compounds. 

Overexpression of McrA showed reduced secondary metabolite expression. Expression analysis 

revealed expression of 112 otherwise silent genes, though levels remained low. McrA is a 391 

amino acid protein containing a Zn(2)-C6 fungal-type DNA-binding domain at approximately the 

138-204 amino acid position, according to InterPro scan. 

LaeA is a master regulator of secondary metabolites in Aspergilli, influencing the expression 

of 9.8% of genes, 4.3% downregulated and 5.5% upregulated, in Aspergillus fumigatus (42). Of 

secondary metabolite genes, 97% showed downregulation in the LaeA knockout (42). LaeA is also 

connected to a light sensitive response via the velvet complex, which causes secondary metabolism 

inhibition in response to light (43). LaeA is 375 amino acids in length with an S-adenosyl-L-

methionine-dependent methyltransferase domain running from amino acid 84-314, according to 
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InterPro scan. The exact mechanism of action and substrate of LaeA is not clear, besides its ability 

to self-methylate (44). 

 

1.4.2 Epigenetic Regulation 

Epigenetics are the study of gene expression due to factors outside of the genetic code itself. 

A large part of epigenetics is the control of expression through chromatin states. In cells, DNA is 

found wrapped around proteins called histones. The tightness of this association affects how 

accessible DNA is to transcription machinery such as transcription factors and RNA polymerase. 

When DNA is tightly wrapped around histones the DNA protein complex is called 

heterochromatin and transcription is reduced. Conversely, when the association is loose, the 

complex is called euchromatin and genes are accessible.  

The state of chromatin is dependent on a number of different factors, including cell fate, cell 

cycle position, and the nature of nearby promoters. Given the right context, factors are brought in 

to modify histones and open up the chromatin. Different transcription factors, for instance, have 

varying capacities to recruit remodeling complexes. How far along the DNA the chromatin 

remodeling extends depends on the distribution of chromatin remodeling nucleation sites and the 

presence of certain barriers, called “barrier insulators” or “boundary elements” (45).  These 

elements create a balance between maintenance of euchromatin and heterochromatin spreading.  

The remodeling of chromatin states is accomplished by modifying histones with acetylation, 

methylation, sumoylation, ADP ribosylation, phosphorylation, deamination, and ubiquitylation 

(46). These modifications can later the strength of the binding between DNA and histones. DNA 

methylation and demethylation biproducts can also alter the strength of this interaction (47). 

Many biosynthetic gene clusters are found in transcriptionally silent sub-telomeric regions of 

fungal genomes. In Aspergillus nidulans, for instance, deletion of an epigenetic regulator 

responsible for 3K4 methyltransferase activity, cclA, resulted in production of several secondary 

metabolites not before seen in the species (48).  

The presence of a gene cluster transcription factor may not cause an optimal level of cluster 

expression if the cluster remains in a silent region of the genome. Introducing a strong promoter 

to the cluster may recruit proteins like the HAP complex which could create a euchromatin island 

extending to neighboring genes. 

Given that it is possible for chromatin opening to propagate itself, and that clusters are thought 

to be regulated as a whole, it is possible that introducing sequences that assist chromatin opening 

to a cluster could help not only increase the expression of target genes, but nearby genes as well. 

There is evidence that epigenetic regulation can regulate metabolite clusters as a whole without 

affecting nearby genes out of cluster.  

 

1.4.3 Secondary metabolite production induction 

Fungi have evolved to control secondary metabolite expression to limit their production when 

the metabolites are not useful. In this way they can preserve resources for growth and reproduction. 

Many different strategies have evolved by which fungi detect the correct conditions for production 

of any given metabolite. Some respond to global regulators sensitive to iron (CCAAT binding 

complex) or nitrogen depletion (AreA), light (velvet complex), and pH (PacC) (49). Some 

metabolites have even been observed in response to radiation and zero-gravity, though experiments 

involving these factors would require more specialized equipment (50). Secondary metabolite gene 

cluster specific regulators can respond to more specific stimuli, such as molecules produced from 

other organisms. A more complex example of secondary metabolite production involving 
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interaction between different species are loline alkaloids, which requires enzymes from both 

Epichloë siegelii and some of its plant hosts (51). While some strategies are more complicated 

than others induction of secondary metabolite production by external stimuli can reveal novel 

metabolites and their mechanisms or regulation. 

 

1.5 Aspergillus niger 

Due to the ability of Aspergillus niger to withstand a wide range of temperature and humidity, 

and its ability to grow on many substrates, it can be found throughout the world in many climates 

(52). A. niger has been found in polar, desert, water-related, saltern, agricultural, and endozoic 

environments (52). Aspergillus niger is a mesophilic and saprophytic (52). It is a common 

contaminant in human food, appearing even in cereals due to its tolerance to low water activity 

(52).  

A. niger is used in a variety of applications, with different strains being adopted towards 

different ends. Industrially, ATCC 1015 is used for citric acid production and CBS513.88 is used 

for enzyme production (53). In research laboratories, strains like NRRL 3 have been used for 

research (53). These strains have been used to create transformational tools to optimize production, 

as well as study genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics (53). Towards this end expression 

vectors with selectable markers have been developed. Further, a manually curated NRRL 3 

genome has been made available (54). In this study the strain NRRL 2270 was used as a parental 

strain for genetic manipulation. This allows the NRRL 3 genome to be used since there are only 

34 single nucleotide polymorphisms between NRRL 3 and ATCC 1015. NRRL 2270 is a 

spontaneous mutant of the aforementioned citric acid producing ATCC 1015 strain (53). 

One tool developed in  A. niger is the use of the glucoamylase promoter to inducibly upregulate 

genes. The glucoamylase promoter is the promoter of the glucoamylase gene, which is an enzyme 

that digests starches into glucose subunits. It is commonly used in A. niger genetics to express 

recombinant genes due to the promoter’s ability to drive high levels of expression in the presence 

of maltose. Deletion analysis has shown that only 214 bp of this promoter is required for 

transcription, but also that high levels of expression require two sequences at -489 to -414 bp and 

-390 to -345 bp upstream of the start codon (55, 56). In A. niger a two subunit protein named 

AngCP was observed to bind these two CCAAT regions (57). AngCP, also known as AngHAPC 

(Aspergillus niger HAPC), is the homolog of the yeast HAP3 protein and Aspergillus nidulans 

AnCF protein (56). These all act as components to their respective HAP complexes, which act as 

transcriptional enhancer and remodel chromatin structure (58). 

A. niger is an industrial strain for citric acid synthesis and a model organism for genetic 

manipulation. This means there are robust tools available to investigate these genes, and potential 

downstream applications.  

 

1.5.1 Aspergillus niger gene clusters 

Secondary metabolite genes often belong to gene clusters. This can simplify the process of 

gene discovery as relevant genes can sometimes be found nearby and expressed under the same 

regulatory controls as one another.  

In A. niger there are 84 bioinformatically predicted gene clusters (59). This is compared to 39 

predicted in A. fumigatus, 71 for Aspergillus nidulans, and 75 for Aspergillus oryzae, though the 

same paper found 81 gene clusters in A. niger so there is still the possibility of gene cluster 

discovery in all these species (60). Of these 84 gene clusters 60 contain transcription factors, and 

of those 60 transcription factors 58 have been over-expressed (manuscript in progress).  
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NRPSs are one of the two most common classes of secondary metabolites in fungi, the other 

being polyketides (20). In Aspergillus niger (A. niger) alone there are 18 NRPS open reading 

frames, 21 putative NRPS-like open reading frames, and 9 putative hybrid NRPS/PKS open 

reading frames (59). These putative genes have the potential to produce therapeutically relevant 

metabolites, or toxic compounds. 

Nine of the 18 NRPSs in A. niger are within clusters containing a nearby transcription factor. 

This is also the case with 13 of the 20 NRPS-like open reading frames and 4 of the 9 hybrid 

NRPS/PKS open reading frames. All these open reading frames belong to putative clusters 

according to in-lab definitions where we start from these backbone enzymes and work outwards 

looking for relevant genes. What this means is there is still more work to be done to determine 

how and if these clusters of genes cooperate. Some of these may not be true clusters in any 

functional sense.  

The products of six A. niger gene clusters have been published. These, along with another 

unpublished cluster, can be seen listed in table 3. 

 

Table 3. Characterized secondary metabolite gene cluster in A. niger 

Cluster (Backbone 

gene) 

Class of 

metabolite 

Transcription 

factor 

Product References 

NRRL3_00147 PK NRRL3_00148 Azanigerone 

(D, E, B) 

Zabala et al. 2012 

(61) 

NRRL3_02189 PK NRRL3_02186 Fumonisin (B2, 

B1, B4) 

Aerts et al. 2017 

(62) 

NRRL3_06291 PK NRRL3_06287 Yanuthone D Holm et al. 2014 

(63) 

NRRL3_09549 PK NRRL3_09549 BMS (192548, 

2) 

Li et al. 2011 (64) 

NRRL3_10128 NRP/PKS 

Hybrid 

NRRL3_10124 Pyranonigrin E Awakawa et al. 

2013 (65) 

NRRL3_11031 NRP/PKS 

Hybrid 

NRRL3_11029a Carlosic acid Yang et al. 2014 

(66) 

NRRL3_11763/ 
NRRL3_11767 

Fatty acid NRRL3_11765 Alkylcitric acid Palys et al. 

Unpublished (67) 

 

Ongoing research is being conducted as part of a larger project where gene cluster transcription 

factors in the A.niger NRRL 2270 strain are upregulated. The goal is to determine which of these 

regulators upregulate their cluster and what kinds of compounds are produced from that 

upregulation. The results of this thesis involve three of these transcription factors.  
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Results 

 

This project contains two parts: One where the cryptic gene cluster NRRL3_00036 was 

investigated and another where the regulation of malformins production was investigated. As a 

general goal the role of gene cluster transcription factors in regulating their cluster was examined. 

Overexpression strains were generated using two vectors. One, ANEp8, contained the Cas9 

gene, a pyrG auxotrophic marker, and a guide RNA that targeted the glucoamylase locus. The 

other, pJETC, contained a template for homologous repair. Transformations were done into a 

ΔKusAΔPyrG NRRL 2270 A. niger strain incapable of undergoing non-homologous end joining  

(68). This was done to better select for colonies where homologous repair occurred as no colonies 

will have undergone non-homologous end joining. The empty vector controls are colonies taken 

after transformation with an ANEp8 plasmid not containing a guide RNA and absent a homologous 

repair template. The results of three strains overexpressing gene cluster transcription factors 

NRRL3_00042, NRRL3_08965.1, and NRRL3_07873 in the glucoamylase locus are presented in 

this thesis.  

Prior to this project multiple random integration strains were generated for the NRRL3_07873 

transcription factor gene. This was done by introducing a plasmid (ANIp7) with a selective marker 

(pyrG), transcription factor gene with glucoamylase promoter, and lacking an origin of replication. 

In order to survive the strains were required to incorporate the plasmid into their genome. These 

strains were quality controlled for integration, but the number of integration events and location 

of integration was not determined. For this project, a new random integration strain was generated.  

To further characterize the NRRL3_00036 gene cluster the NRRL3_00036 backbone enzyme 

gene was knocked out in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression background. Three independently 

transformed colonies were taken from this transformation: NRRL3_00036 knockout colony 3, 

NRRL3_00036 knockout colony 5, and NRRL3_00036 knockout colony 10. 

An NRRL3_03076 (McrA) depletion strain was generated in the ΔKusAΔPyrG NRRL 2270 

background to characterize its metabolome and look for involvement in malformins production. 
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2.1 NRRL3_00036 Cluster 

Separate from malformins production, the cryptic NRRL3_00036 cluster was investigated with 

the purpose of discovering novel metabolites. 

NRRL3_00036 is one of the 18 A. niger NRPSs. According to manual annotations (54), this 

cluster contains a single transcription factor, NRRL_00042. In addition to the backbone enzyme 

are several genes that could be involved in modifying metabolite backbones, such as cytochrome 

p450 and a short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase. Cluster genes can be seen in table 4.  

 

Table 4. Secondary metabolite gene cluster in which the backbone enzyme NRRL3_00036 resides 

Gene Number Gene Annotation 

NRRL3_00036 non-ribosomal peptide synthetase 

NRRL3_00037 FAD-binding domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_00038 hypothetical protein 

NRRL3_00039 MFS-type transporter 

NRRL3_00040 cytochrome P450 

NRRL3_00041 NAD(P)-binding domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_00042 fungal-specific transcription factor 

NRRL3_00043 FAD-binding domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_00044 NmrA-like family protein 

NRRL3_00046 hypothetical protein 

NRRL3_00048 short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase 

 

Gene annotations have been manually curated (54). Currently, to our knowledge, there are no 

publications discussing the function of the NRRL3_00036 gene in A. niger or orthologous genes 

in other Aspergillus species. It is annotated as an NRPS in UniProt, NCBI, and within the annotated 

Center for Structural and Functional Genomic database.  

 

2.1.1 Unique compounds associated with the NRRL3_00036 cluster  

The NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain, being already available for testing as part of the 

larger transcription factor project, was analyzed for production of novel metabolites. This would 

indicate regulatory control of these metabolites by the NRRL3_00042 transcription factor. Given 

that NRRL3_00042 is expected to regulate the cluster in which it resides the clusters backbone 

enzyme, NRRL3_00036, is expected to be responsible for these novel metabolites. A knockout of 

the NRRL3_00036 gene was created in order to establish this relation. 

The knockout of NRRL3_00036 was conducted by making a double strand cut after the 211th 

base pair in the coding region of the gene and repairing it with 60 base pair and 90 base pair 

homologous repair templates omitting the genomic sequence between 354 base pairs upstream of 

the gene and 317 base pairs downstream of the gene.  Five peaks, large enough to see on the total 

ion chromatogram, were observed to disappear in the NRRL3_00036 knockout. These retention 

times peaks can be seen in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Total ion chromatogram of: A) empty vector control, B) NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain, C) the third colony from a NRRL3_00036 knockout transformation, D) the 
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fifth colony from a NRRL3_00036 knockout transformation, E) the 10th colony from a 

NRRL3_00036 knockout transformation. 

 

The 9.10 retention time peak is the largest and contains a large mass peak at 425.1368 (Peak 

intensity across strains shown in figure 4). This peak shows two isotopic sub-peaks. There is a 

potential ammonium and sodium adduct peak at 442.1599 and 447.1151, though these potential 

adduct peaks have no isotopic sub-peaks and are relatively small at 1.6X104. These mass peaks 

can be seen in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Peak intensity of mass 425.1368 at retention time 9.10. 

Strains were grown in triplicate on 190µL MMJ for 6 days in 96 well plates at 30˚C. The 

425.1368 mass peak at a retention time of 9.10 minutes is the highest unique peak seen only in the 

NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain, and not in the empty vector control or the three independent 

NRRL3_00036 deletion mutants. Values for mass spectrometry are reported as arbitrary units as 

mass spectrometry does not accurately represent amount of compound due to the variable 

sensitivity of mass spectrometry systems towards different compounds (69). The mass tolerance 

for defining the 425.1368 peak was 10 ppm. The error bar represents one standard deviation of the 

triplicates run for this experiment. Background peaks appear at around 100 arbitrary units for the 

Fourier Transform mass spectrometer used here. 
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Figure 5. Mass peaks seen under the 9.10 retention time peak on the total ion chromatogram. 

The 425.1368 mass compound seen in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain produces 

peaks at 4 retention times: 8.13, 8.27, 9.10, and 10.26. The 9.10 retention time peak is the largest 

of the peaks by a factor of 89. All these peaks except the one at the 10.26 retention time disappear 

in the NRRL3_00036 knockout. Average peak intensity at these retention times can be seen in 

figure 6. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Average peak intensities of mass 425.1368 at different retention times across strains. 

The 425.1368 mass appears at different retention times. These were included for the purposes 

of future identification, as the multiple retention times could mean that, like malformin, this 

compound could exist as different isomers. Units are reported as peak height in arbitrary units. 

Retention time is reported in minutes. The error bar represents one standard deviation of the 

triplicates run for this experiment. These results are from the same dataset used for figure 4. 
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The intensities of masses at the remaining retention times are quantified in figure 7. The 

chromatogram and mass peaks can be seen in figure 8.  

 

 

 
Figure 7. Other masses seen at labeled retention time peaks on the NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain TIC. 

Peak height for each retention time peak, of each mass to within 10 ppm, is shown in arbitrary 

units. The mass peaks shown here are were only observed in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression 

strain. The error bar represents one standard deviation of the triplicates run for this experiment. 

These results are from the same dataset used for figure 4. 
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Figure 8. Unique mass peaks in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain at the largest 

retention time peaks which disappear in the knockout.  

Mass peaks are shown adjacent to the retention time peaks they were found under. 
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2.1.2 Phenotypes of the NRRL3_00036 cluster strains  

Phenotypic changes are evidence of underlying changes to an organism’s genome. In the case 

of secondary metabolite producing fungi pigmentation could indicate production of a secondary 

metabolite.  

Phenotypes of the NRRL3_00036 cluster strains can be seen in figure 9. These phenotypes 

include changes in growth rate and pigmentation. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 9. Time course of A. niger strains inoculated on minimal media + 1% maltose plates 

with 1X104 spores grown at 30˚C.   

 

2.1.3 NRRL3_00036 cluster expression analysis 

Reverse transcription PCR was run on the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain in order to 

demonstrate expression of the NRRL3_00036 backbone. The gel from this reaction can be seen in 

supplemental figure 4. The gel shows a clearly noticeable band reverse transcribed and amplified 

from the NRRL3_00036 gene. This band was not seen in the reverse transcriptase PCR of the 

parental strain. 

In order to associate the appearance of metabolites to specific genes the expression of genes 

in the metabolite producing NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain was examined (figure 10).  
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Figure 10. RNA expression values in TPM for the NRRL3_00036 cluster in the NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain compared to empty vector control. 

Only the gene cluster transcription factor NRRL3_00042 showed upregulation. These results 

were obtained by extracting RNA from two-hour transfer cultures and running RNA-sequencing. 

The transfer culture is conducted by growing pre-cultures in 100 mL CM +2% fructose in 1 L 

flasks for 16 hours at 30°C and 220 rpm. Mycelia was collected by filtration with miracloth and 

washed with sterile ddH2O. A half tablespoon of mycelia was transferred to 50 mL MM+1% 

cultures in 250 mL flasks. Cultures were grown for 2 hours at 30°C and 220 rpm and RNA, at 

which point was extracted for RNAseq. 

 

2.1.4 NRRL3_00036 transfer culture metabolite levels 

In order to establish when metabolites production is highest in transfer culture, to determine 

the optimal time for RNA extraction, the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain was grown in a 

transfer culture in duplicate at several time points on MMJ. Each transfer culture sample was 

grown independently and discarded once that particular time point was collected. Results for the 

three identified novel masses can be seen in figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Time course of the average levels of novel masses in the NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain in transfer cultures done in duplicate. 
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2.2 Malformins pathway and regulation 

2.2.1 Putative malformins NRPSs 

The production of malformins necessitates enzymes which produce them. For the purpose of 

its identification and characterization of its regulation a putative NRPS was selected for 

investigation. 

A list of NRPS genes predicted from the NRRL 3 genome in was compiled as potential 

malformins producing enzymes (Table 5). 

 

Table 5. List of NRPS genes present in the A. niger genome as determined bioinformatically by 

sequence homology. 

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetase Domain order 

NRRL3_03167  A-T-C-Rpt-A-MT-A-T-C-A-T-Te 

NRRL3_04180  A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_05848  A-T-C-T-C 

NRRL3_06801 A-C-T-MT-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_00036 T-C-A-T-C-Rpt 

NRRL3_00135  A-T-C-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_01334  C-Rpt-A-T-C 

NRRL3_07739  A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_08341  A-T-C-A-T-NADB 

NRRL3_08729  A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_08790 A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_08891 A-T-C-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-C 

NRRL3_08969  A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_08978 A-T-C 

NRRL3_10148  A-T-T-C-Rpt-C-A-T-C-Rpt-(A)[MT}-A-T-C 

NRRL3_10912  A-T-C-C-A-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-C-T-C-(T) 

NRRL3_08538  A-T-C-A-T-C 

NRRL3_11645  A-T-C-A-T-C-A-T-C-T-C-T-C 

Legend : 

A = adenylation, T = thiolation, C = condensation, MT = methyltransferase, Rpt = HxxPF repeat, 

NADB = NAD+ binding protein, Te = thioesterase/thioreductase 

 

Domains were determined using an InterPro scans of the genes. The gene NRRL3_08969 was 

selected as the best candidate NRPS for malformins synthesis. 

 

2.2.2 NRRL3_08969 cluster 

Defining gene clusters allows us to look at the functions of those genes contained therein and 

relate them to the production of a metabolite or metabolites.  

NRRL3_08969 belongs to a silent gene cluster in A. niger containing a four A domain iterative 

NRPS (NRRL3_08969) and a thioredoxin reductase (NRRL3_8968). This cluster was defined by 

starting from the NRPS backbone enzyme NRRL3_08969 and working out towards nearby genes 

potentially involved with secondary metabolite clusters (59). This cluster can be seen in table 6. 
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Table 6. Secondary metabolite gene cluster in which the putative malformins backbone enzyme 

gene NRRL3_08969 resides. 

Gene Number Gene Annotation 

NRRL3_08964 aminotransferase class IV 

NRRL3_08965.1 fungal-specific transcription factor 

NRRL3_08966 MFS-type transporter 

NRRL3_08967 MFS-type transporter 

NRRL3_08968 Thioredoxin reductase 

NRRL3_08969 non-ribosomal peptide synthetase 

NRRL3_08970 
S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent 

methyltransferase 

NRRL3_08971 MFS-type transporter 

NRRL3_08972 O-methyltransferase, COMT-type 

NRRL3_08973 MFS-type transporter 

 

Gene annotations have been manually curated (54). 

 

2.2.3 Malformins Identification 

In order to establish that malformins are being regulated and produced by certain gene clusters 

malformins must be correctly identified in the metabolome.  

Malformin production was quantified by measuring mass spectrometry peaks from the 

metabolome of A. niger cultures. Identification of the peaks as malformins was done by looking 

for malformins adduct masses within 10 ppm, as well as the presence of the three distinct retention 

time peaks seen in publications on malformins, such as in the Theobald et al. paper (10). A 

comparison of total ion chromatograms (TICs) from these strains can be seen in figure 12. The 

extracted ion chromatograms at the malformins masses can be seen in figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Flight time mass spectrometry results of A. niger metabolome from cultures grown 

5 days, 30°C, on MMJ in 96 well plates. A) Total ion chromatogram of NRRL3_07873 random 

integration strain. B) Total ion chromatogram of NRRL3_07873 targeted integration into GlaA 

locus strain. C) Total ion chromatogram of the empty vector negative control. 
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Figure 13. Extracted ion chromatograms of the masses 530.2469 and 516.6959 with a 10 ppm 

tolerance at a retention time window of 12.84-14.05 at three different scales. 

 

 

 

The empty vector control from figure 13 and was taken from 1 of the 3 negative controls that 

had a peak at the 13.5 retention time for the 530.2469 malformins mass, out of the twelve negative 

controls run. This is compared to 6 of the 9 NRRL3_08965.1 targeted integration strain samples 

having the 13.5 retention time peak and 9 of 9 NRRL3_07873 targeted integration strain samples 

having the peak. 

The individual mass peaks at the malformins retention times can be seen in figure 14. Out of 

the three negative controls which a contained 13.5 retention time peak for the 530.2469 malformins 

mass one also showed the three malformins adducts shown in figure 14A, though without the 

additional isotopic masses. The other two only contained a single mass peak within 10 ppm of 

530.2469, as seen in figure 14C.  
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Figure 14. Mass peaks at given retention times with malformins adducts labelled. A) Mass 

peaks at retention time 13.54 from the TIC in figure 12A. B) Mass peaks at retention time 12.95 

from the TIC in figure 12A. C) Mass peaks at retention time 13.52 from the TIC in figure 12C. 

 

 

2.2.4 Malformins levels 

Upregulation of gene cluster transcription factors are expected to increase the expression of 

the cluster genes in which they reside. Since the NRRL3_08969 cluster contains genes thought to 

be involved in malformin production the levels of malformin in the NRRL3_08965.1 

overexpression strain was investigated. Since other transcription factors were upregulated (as part 

of a larger, unpublished, project) malformins levels were investigated in these strains as well. The 

NRRL3_07873 overexpression strains are included in these results because they gave the highest 

malformins levels.  

Initial results for malformins production were obtained from random integration strains where 

a number of different transcription factors with a GlaA promoter were randomly integrated into 
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the A. niger genome along with a pyrG selective marker. From these random integrations, 11 

strains containing the NRRL3_07873 transcription factor were generated. Taking one sample from 

each of the 11 strains gave an average malformins peak intensity of 9.2X105 with a min of 1.6X103, 

a max of 2.5X106, and a standard deviation of 9.0X105. Twelve other transcription factors were 

also randomly integrated to make new strains. These other strains showed lower levels, some even 

lower than the negative control. A new strain was generated with the same random integration 

vector containing NRRL3_07873, which resulted in an average peak intensity of 1.0X106, a 

minimum of 4.4X105, a maximum of 1.5X106, and a standard deviation of 3.2X105. The 

malformins produced in various samples and strains can be seen in figure 15. A list of malformins 

production values in different strains can be seen in table 7. 

 
 

Figure 15. Beeswarm plot of malformins peak height in arbitrary units according to strain. 

Included in these results are the strains where transcription factors were inserted into the 

glucoamylase locus (“NRRL3_08965.1”, and “NRRL3_07873 targeted”) as well as a set of eleven 

independent NRRL3_07873 random integrations (“NRRL3_07873 multiple random”) and the 

random integration strain generated for this project (“NRRL3_07873 single random”). The Y-axis 

has a base 10 logarithmic scale representing peak height in arbitrary units and each point represents 

an individual sample. 

 

 

Table 7. Malformins production statistics across notable strains. 

Strain Min Max Average P-value (two-tail 

t-test assuming 

equal variance 

compared to 

empty vector) 

Empty Vector 

control 

0 

 

3.30X103 

 

6.3X102 

 

1 

NRRL3_08965.1 0 1.56X104 4.92X103 0.020 
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NRRL3_07873 -

multiple 

independent 

random 

integration strains 

1.6X103 2.5X106 9.2X105 0.0066 

NRRL3_07873 -

single random 

integration strain 

4.44 X105 

 

1.45X106 

 

1.02X106 

 

6.17X10-8 

 

NRRL3_07873 

integration into 

GlaA locus 

3.23X103 

 

1.08X105 

 

4.14X104 

 

0.0042 

 

Table 7 P-values come from three sets of triplicates for the NRRL3_08965.1 targeted 

integration strain, NRRL3_07873 targeted integration strain, and NRRL3_07873 single random 

integration strain compared to three triplicates of the negative control. The pooled data from 

multiple NRRL3_07873 random integration strains used 11 strains each grown once compared to 

three triplicates of the negative control. Values represent mass spectrometry peak heights and are 

in arbitrary units. 

 

2.2.5 NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 Cluster 

The functional role of the NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 cluster genes was examined for 

involvement in the malformins pathway by examining the annotation of cluster genes.  

The transcription factor gene NRRL3_07873 belongs to the silent 

NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 gene cluster. This cluster can be seen in table 8. 

 

Table 8. Secondary metabolite gene cluster in which the transcription factor gene NRRL3_07873 

resides. 

Gene Number Gene Annotation 

NRRL3_07873 fungal-specific transcription factor 

NRRL3_07874 zinc-type alcohol dehydrogenase 

NRRL3_07875 acyl-CoA N-acyltransferase 

NRRL3_07876 hypothetical protein 

NRRL3_07877 FAD-binding domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_07878 tannase/feruloyl esterase family protein 

NRRL3_07879 ankyrin repeat domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_07880 isochorismatase family protein 

NRRL3_07881 non-ribosomal peptide synthetase-like protein 

NRRL3_07882 phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 

NRRL3_07883 thioesterase domain-containing protein 

NRRL3_07884 polyketide synthase 

NRRL3_07885 AMP-dependent synthetase/ligase 

 

Gene annotations have been manually curated (54). 
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2.2.6 External stimuli and environmental conditions for malformins production 

Given that the malformin production observed in the random integration strain was not being 

reached in the NRRL3_07873 targeted integration strain when both have the same parental strain 

the involvement of other regulatory pathways was investigated. In order to further characterize 

malformins regulation a number of different inducing conditions were tested on the laboratory 

NRRL 2270 parental strain that was used to generate the malformins producing strains. All 

samples were done in triplicate. No conditions showed induction of malformins production at 

levels deemed worth investigating. The list of tested conditions can be seen in table 9. 

 

Table 9. Conditions tested on the parental NRRL 2270 strain in an attempt to induce malformins 

production. 

Media Light NaCl Temperature Duration 
MM+ 1% maltose Grown in 24 

well plate in 

incubator 

0% 30°C 7 day 

MM+ 1% 

maltose+ 

1%Wheat 

Grown in 24 

well plate in 

incubator 

wrapped in 

aluminum foil 

5% 37°C 10 day 

Yeast Malt 

Extract 
Grown in in 24 

well plate on a 

hot plate by the 

window 

   

 

The effect of 5% salt concentration and agar media on several malformins producing strains 

was tested. Two separate NRRL3_07873 random integration strains as well as the GlaA targeted 

NRRL3_07873 integration strain and the empty vector Anep8 negative control strain were tested. 

The “2” random integration is one generated for this study while the “S” strain was produced prior 

to this study. All samples were done in triplicate. The malformins production values for these 

strains can be seen in table 10. 

 

Table 10. Conditions tested across strains in an effort to increase malformins production. 

Media Strain NaCl Temperature Time Malformins 

Peak 

Height 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

random 

integration -2 

0% 30°C 8 day 5.30X105 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

random 

integration -S 

0% 30°C 8 day 3.88 X105 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

targeted 

integration 

0% 30°C 8 day 0 
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MM+1% maltose agar Empty vector 

control 

0% 30°C 8 day 0 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

random 

integration -2 

5% 30°C 8 day 3.12 X105 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

random 

integration -S 

5% 30°C 8 day 3.25 X105 

MM+1% maltose agar NRRL3_07873 

targeted 

integration 

5% 30°C 8 day 0 

MM+1% maltose agar Empty vector 

control 

5% 30°C 8 day 0 

 

Cultures were grown in 24 well plates on 2.5 mL of agar minimal media +1% maltose. Agar 

was grinded in an equal volume of methanol to extract metabolites. Peak height is given in arbitrary 

units.  

 

2.2.7 Expression analysis 

Since malformins expression necessitates the expression of genes the expression profiles of 

the novel targeted integration strains were investigated. Specifically, NRPSs, including the 

putative malformins NRPS, were investigated for upregulation.  

RNA-sequencing was used to quantify RNA expression in the strain where NRRL3_07873 

was integrated into the glucoamylase locus. RNA was collected after a two-hour transfer culture 

in GlaA promoter inducing medium containing maltose. Results were reported in transcripts per 

kilobase million (TPM). This showed upregulation of the NRRL3_07873 transcription factor but 

not its cluster or the putative malformins cluster. This was also done with NRRL3_08965.1 

overexpression strain and an empty vector control. Neither showed upregulation of the 

NRRL3_08969 NRPS gene or its cluster. Results for the NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 cluster can 

be seen in figure 16, while those for the NRRL3_08969 cluster can be seen in figure 17. 
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Figure 16. RNA expression values in TPM for the NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 cluster. 

Only the gene cluster transcription factor NRRL3_07873 showed upregulation, besides 

NRRL3_07880 which showed a less than 2-fold upregulation in both overexpression strains. These 

results were obtained by extracting RNA from two-hour transfer cultures and running RNA-

sequencing. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17. RNA expression values in TPM for the NRRL3_08969 cluster. 
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Only the gene cluster transcription factor NRRL3_08965.1 showed upregulation. These results 

were obtained by extracting RNA from two-hour transfer cultures and running RNA-sequencing. 

 

2.2.8 Transfer culture malformins production 

If there is a time frame between induction and gene expression, then any given time point 

taken for RNA expression may not show expression of the relevant genes.  In order to find a better 

time point for RNA expression a time course transfer culture, run under the same conditions as 

done for RNA sequencing, was conducted.  

The malformins production, the anticipated consequence of this RNA expression, of two 

strains at different transfer culture time points was measured in order to determine how much of a 

delay there is between induction and malformins expression under these culture conditions (figure 

18). This showed peak malformins expression at 24 hours. 

 

 
Figure 18. Time course of malformins levels in transfer culture. 
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2.3 McrA depletion strain metabolomics 

Given that the targeted integration strain does not produce as much malformins as NRRL 2270 

derived strains are capable of producing, as demonstrated by the random integration strains, some 

other regulatory mechanisms may be involved. If any single gene is to be selected for testing the 

greatest chance of observing a positive effect would be by investigating genes which regulate many 

gene clusters. To that end an McrA depletion strain was generated. 

Principle component analysis was conducted on two triplicates of the empty vector control 

strain and a strain where 175 base pairs of the beginning of the gene and 310 base pairs of the 

promoter upstream of the McrA gene were removed (figure 19). Some masses observed uniquely 

in the McrA depletion strain, or masses highly upregulated in said strain, that were present at high 

levels, are listed in table 11.  

 

 
Figure 19. Principle component analysis of two runs of the McrA depletion strain against the empty 

vector control. 

 

Strains were grown on 190 µL of MMJ in 96 well plates for 5 days at 30˚C. Each run was 

done in triplicate, with each sample visible as an individual point on the principle component 

analysis plot. Proportion of the variance is displayed as a percentage nest to the component 

number. Entities were detected by a quantitative time of flight mass spectrometer. Background 

peaks typically appear at 100 arbitrary units, but entities below 1000 arbitrary units were omitted 

from analysis. Mass Profiler Professional software was used to generate the PCA. 
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Table 11. Compounds most upregulated in the McrA depletion strain relative to the empty vector 

control, with peak intensity measured in arbitrary units 

Compound with 

equivalent mass 

Mass Type Empty 

vector 

control peak 

average 

McrA(-) 

peak 

Average 

Retention 

time 

Asticolorin A 578.19 Mycotoxin not 

observed in A. niger 

0 1.2X105 1.27 

Mannopine 310.14 Opine observed in 

Plant/Bacteria 

interactions 

2883 1.2X105 4.53 

porphobilinogen 208.09 Intermediate of 

porphyrin 

biosynthesis 

0 1.6X105 1.69 

Piperaduncin B 510.163 Anti-bacterial 

Flavanoid 

0 6.7X104 1.27 

Miraxanthin-I 181.028 Yellow plant dye 0 5.3X104 2.41 

Diflunisal 136.013 Anti-inflammatory 8,645 4.7X104 3.39 

 

Some highly upregulated compounds were selected to further characterize the novel strain. 

The compounds named are compounds which share a mass with the listed mass peaks and were 

chosen by IDBrowser software that comes with Mass Profiler Professional using an internal 

metabolite database. Peak values are displayed as peak height in arbitrary units. 
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Discussion 

3.1 Putative NRRL3_00036 backbone enzyme metabolite pathway analysis 

Given that the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain produces a number of compounds at 

higher levels than the empty vector control, knockouts on this strain can be performed to determine 

which genes are involved. Of particular interest is the backbone enzyme situated in the same 

cluster, NRRL3_00036. Knock-out of this gene is expected to eliminate both the yellow color the 

strain produces and at least one of the unique compounds seen by mass spectrometry. 

NRRL3_00036 is predicted to be an NRPS, and so is expected to produce an NRP (70). NRPs 

are made of colorless amino acids (71), so the yellow pigment seen in the NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain is possibly the result of a modification from a tailoring enzyme. It could also 

be a modification performed by a domain on the NRPS enzyme itself, such as the Ox domain seen 

in the indigoidine synthesizing NRPS (72). The NRRL3_00036 shows no optional domains by 

InterPro scan. This suggests more enzymes than just the backbone enzyme in the pathway. While 

outside the scope of these experiments, this gives further research avenues into deciphering this 

particular pathway.  

Knockout of the NRRL3_00036 gene has not yet been confirmed by spanning primers. 

Flanking primers show no amplicons (supplemental figure 3), even though the same primers show 

the expected length amplicon in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain. A set of spanning 

primers failed to amplify the deleted region, which would suggest either a larger deletion than 

expected, or an issue with that particular set of primers. Even without a larger than expected 

deletion these deletion strains are expected to remove the last 6 base pairs of the upstream 

hypothetical protein gene (NRRL3_00035) whose stop codon is 348 base pairs upstream of the 

NRRL3_00036 start codon. The downstream NRRL3_00037 gene is 721 base pairs away and so is 

not expected to be affected unless some kind of nearby regulatory element was disrupted. 

Metabolomic and phenotypic evidence indicates that some kind of genetic alteration occurred.  

Removing the NRRL3_00036 gene eliminates most of the yellow color seen in the 

NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain but still leaves the mycelia more yellow than the empty 

vector control.  

Total ion chromatograms show five visible retention time peaks that are not present in the 

parental strain and abolished in the NRRL3_00036 knockout. Three of the masses were not 

identified by a search of an internal metabolome database, or from FoodDB. The 284.1277 mass 

did show several compound matches within 10 ppm on FoodDB, none of which were identifiable 

as fungal metabolites. The other three masses, 325, 360, and 702, are present at the same two 

retention times. This suggests that there might be some structural similarity. Mass differences were 

compared to adduct masses to determine if they were the same compound.  The 702 mass is nearby 

a 708 mass peak, which would suggest that they are respectively NH4+ and Na+ adducts, which 

would suggest a compound mass of 684. If we consider that this might be the same compound 

ionized to itself, then the real mass of the compound would be 342. This is an NH4+ mass away 

from 360 while the mass at 325 could be the loss of a water molecule and the gain of a proton. 

This gives a good indication that these are all the same compound, and one with the same mass as 

maltose, which is not unexpected given that the fungi were grown on maltose as a carbon source. 

That only the overexpression strain contained maltose when all strains were grown for the same 

length of time with the same starting spore count with spores of the same age indicates that the 

overexpression strain consumes maltose less quickly. This, in addition to carbon being diverted 

towards the other unique compounds, helps explain why the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain 

grows less quickly. The precipitation step in sample preparation for mass spectrometry can cause 
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large variations in maltose levels, so a better designed experiment would need to be conducted to 

corroborate this observation. The unidentified three masses (284, 409, and 425) do not appear to 

be adducts of each other. 

An additional line of evidence pointing to the involvement of NRRL3_00036 in the production 

of these peaks is its increased expression in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain, as seen in by 

reverse transcription PCR in supplemental figure 4. Here, the NRRL3_00036 band is more intense 

in the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain compared to the parental strain when grown for the 

same amount of time and amplified for the same number of cycles. Also seen is greater expression 

at 7 days of growth than 5 days of growth. Reverse transcriptase PCR is sensitive, able to detect 

as little as 100 copies of RNA (73), so even basal expression of the backbone enzyme could be 

picked up given enough cycles of amplification. This could help explain why the identified novel 

masses do not appear on mass spectrometry in the parental strain. Supplemental figure 5 is also 

included to show relative levels of expression of the NRRL3_00036 and NRRL3_00042 genes. 

Real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR could be used to give more accurate results 

 

 

3.1.1 NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain expression analysis and transfer culture 

The lack of expression of cluster genes for the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain may be 

because the two-hour time point for RNA extraction after induction by maltose was too soon for 

gene cluster expression to occur. In order to determine when the production of the masses of 

interest occurs in the transfer culture a transfer culture time course was conducted. The data 

available does not point to a clear trend in production but does show that the masses only appear 

starting at the 36-hour time point. This is well after the two hours used for expression analysis and 

so it is hypothesized that taking RNA at a later time point could show upregulation of the cluster.  

 

3.2 Malformins pathway and regulation 

3.2.1 Candidate NRPS gene for malformins pathway 

NRPs are produced by NRPSs (70). If malformins is an NRP then it would follow that an 

NRPS is required for its production. Alternatively, malformins could be ribosome-dependently 

supplied peptides modified by epimerases to convert L amino acids to D amino acids (74). Given 

that malformins contains non-proteinogenic amino acids and exists in multiple, closely related, 

forms, it is more likely a non-ribosomal rather than a ribosomal peptide, since translation is a more 

accurate process than NRP synthesis. In eukaryotes, the rate of misincorporation of amino acids 

varies from 10-3 to 10-6 (75), a rate too low to produce the 9 forms of malformins, given that two 

of the retention time peaks are approximately equivalent in size (as seen from the 13.35 and 13.50 

minute retention time malformins peaks). This, combined with existing literature showing 

evidence a homologous NRPS produces malformins in A.brasiliensis (10) , makes pursuing a 

putative NRPS the strategy with the greatest chance of success. 

As A. niger is a known malformins producer there is a good chance that one of the 18 known 

non-ribosomal peptide synthetases in the A. niger genome is responsible for its production. While 

there are also NRPS-like enzymes present in the genome, these enzymes do not produce peptides. 

This is because: 1) NRPS-like enzymes do not contain C-domains to form the peptide bonds, 2) 

the A domains do not charge amino acids (76). While another enzyme could, theoretically, form 

the peptide bond, the fact that NRPS-like enzymes do not use amino acids in the synthesis of their 

non-peptide products means that they can safely be ruled out of a role in malformins production.  
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Two of the NRPSs in A. niger have already been characterized, sidC and sidD coding for 

siderophore producing enzymes (77).  

To identify which of the remaining NRPSs were the best candidate for malformins 

biosynthesis domain analysis and gene cluster analysis was employed. Since malformins are 

composed of five amino acid, two of which are cysteine, and each A domain is specific to one type 

of amino acid, the malformins NRPS must contain at least four A domains. Of the remaining 

NRPSs, five have four A domains and three have five A domains. These can further be narrowed 

down by identifying if the NRPS is linear, iterative, or non-linear. NRPSs with the simple repeating 

domain order of A-T-C tend to be linear  (35). NRPSs with repeating C domains tend to be iterative 

(35). NRPS with five A domains can be linear and allow for malformins synthesis, and those with 

four A domains must be iterative or non-linear. NRPSs with methyltransferases can also be omitted 

as there are no extra methyl groups on malformins. NRRL3_10912 and NRRL3_08891 are also 

omitted as they contain two C-C domain groups, meaning they are capable of iterating more than 

is required. This leaves 1 four domain NRPSs and 2 five domain NRPSs. 

Since gene clusters are thought to be assembled so that multiple genes in a pathway can be co-

regulated gene cluster analysis was done to look for other genes required for malformins synthesis. 

Since malformins contains a di-sulfide bond an enzyme capable of forming this bond is expected 

to be present. An analysis of different clusters showed a thioredoxin reductase adjacent to 

NRRL3_08969. 

Recently, the knockout of an NRPS in Aspergillus brasiliensis (Aspbr1_34020) showed 

abolishment of malformins production, followed by its rescue when the NRPS was reintroduced 

(10). This NRPS has the greatest sequence homology with NRRL3_08969 in A. niger with 82% 

identity.  

The second cluster implicated, the NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 cluster, does not contain an 

NRPS. Instead it contains a polyketide synthase and a NRPS-like gene, according to internal 

annotations. Neither of these two genes are expected to produce enzymes capable of synthesizing 

malformins, because as reasoned previously, malformins is a non-ribosomal peptide. Polyketide 

synthases produce polyketides (20) and NRPS-like enzymes do not produce peptides (76). 

 

3.2.2 Malformins pathway analysis strategy 

Previously, upregulation of a transcription factor, NRRL3_07873, resulted in a median 

increase of Malformin A1 production of approximately 83-fold, according to mass spectrometry 

peak area. These results were gained from 11 independent transformations where the 

NRRL3_07873 transcription factor was randomly integrated into the A. niger genome with a GlaA 

promoter in unreported data from S.Palys. Each independent transformant showed different levels 

of Malformin A1 production, ranging from a peak area of 4.7X103  to 2.2X107, indicating that 

some uncontrolled variable is affecting malformin A1 levels. This uncontrolled variable could be 

related to the location in the genome into which the transcription factor was inserted.  

In order to better control an experiment directed at understanding malformins regulation a 

malformins producing strain needed to be generated in which the location where transcription 

factor was inserted was known. The first step was to replicate the results of S.Palys with a random 

integration of the NRRL3_07873 gene with GlaA promoter. Given that metabolomics data was 

available from the larger, ongoing, transcription factor overexpression project the malformins 

levels of all strains were investigated. This included the NRRL3_07873 transcription factor that 

showed interesting results in the random integration strains. NRRL3_08965.1 was of particular 
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interest given that it resides in the putative malformins cluster. All these strains are generated from 

the ΔKusAΔPyrG NRRL 2270 A. niger parental strain. 

The enzymes in the malformins pathway could then be characterized by knocking out genes 

of interest and looking for intermediates or abolishment of malformins. The results of Theobald et 

al. (10) could be repeated by knocking out the backbone enzyme, as was the original intention 

before their study was published. This could still be useful as the Theobald et al. study was done 

on Aspergillus brasiliensis and so this knockout would confirm the function of the A. niger 

homolog. Knock-out of the thioredoxin reductase gene NRRL3_08968 could result in 

accumulation of a malformins intermediate without a disulfide bond. 

  

3.2.3 Malformins Identification 

Malformins is commonly seen in literature at three retention times, as seen in the Theobald et 

al. paper (10). These three retention times are a result of overlapping retention times of the nine 

forms of malformins, making them difficult to distinguish. What can be distinguished are the two 

different masses represented in malformins molecules. The smaller of the retention time peak at 

12.95 minutes accounts for the 515 mass malformins while the other two account for the 529 mass 

malformins. This was determined by looking at the mass peaks present at each individual retention 

time. The presence of both masses adds to the probability that these are true malformins peaks. 

These masses distinguish themselves from noise due to isotopic sub-peaks and adducts. This 

cannot be said of two of the 12 negative controls which only contain a single mass peak in some 

of the samples, though given the relatively small size of these peaks it is not surprising the smaller 

sub-peaks cannot be seen.  

Further corroborations of the identity of these compounds could be achieved in a number of 

ways. A standard of synthetically produced malformin could be purchased and run in the same 

chromatography column as the fungal metabolites. If the molecules are the same, then they should 

have the same retention time in any column that they are both run through. As of July 13, 2020, 

malformin C could be purchased from Enzo life sciences at 257.00 USD for 10 mg. While 

expensive for mass production the price is reasonable enough for the purposes of identification. It 

would become more difficult to do this for every malformin molecule as this would entail extra 

costs and some forms of malformin have yet to be synthesized. Identifying one peak as malformin 

would increase the likelihood of the other peaks also being malformin as it is not unusual for them 

to be produced together (25). As such running a standard may still be a useful step.  

Nuclear magnetic resonance could be used to look at specific features on the molecule to 

corroborate its identity (78). The difficulty with this process is in the need to grow enough 

metabolite to produce a readable signal as this technique is not as sensitive as mass spectrometry. 

Tandem mass spectrometry can also be used to further fragment molecules into predictable masses. 

The mass spectrum of the fragmented compound can be compared to an existing spectrum from 

that compound in a database such as the MassBank of North America. This database was used to 

compare tandem mass spectrometry from the metabolome of the NRRL3_07873 targeted 

integration strain, and the spectrum was a match with a malformin A2 spectra seen in the database. 

However, at the ionization energy used there were only a couple identifying peaks, reducing the 

overall certainty of the identification. 

 

3.2.4 Malformins levels 

Upregulation of the malformins gene cluster transcription factor NRRL3_08965.1 did not 

produce the expected increase in malformins production that was seen, for instance, with 
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upregulation of the alkylcitric acid gene cluster transcription factor and its associated metabolites 

(67). The seemingly unrelated transcription factor, NRRL3_07873, produced better results but 

there are still questions that need to be addressed regarding why different strains produce different 

levels of malformins. If the goal is to maximize malformins production and understand its 

regulation the factors limiting its production should be discussed. In doing so the factor responsible 

for the different levels of malformins in the NRRL3_07873 strains may be uncovered. 

In the case of alkylcitric acid, overexpression of the gene cluster transcription factor akcR 

resulted in an increase of alkylcitric acid from a mg/L level to a g/L level, a roughly 200 fold 

increase in A. niger (67). While the mass yield of malformins in the NRRL3_07873 overexpression 

strains has not been measured, malformins peak area was increased between 200 and 5000 fold, 

depending on the strain. At its highest, malformin peak intensity has only been observed to reach 

2.5X106 compared to the 1.9X107 seen for hexylaconitic acid A, the most abundant of the alkyl 

citric acids. These numbers are not directly comparable as different molecules could have a 

different capacity to be ionized and detected by the mass spectrometer, but it does represent nearly 

an order of magnitude of difference (79). The Theobald paper, which overexpressed the putative 

malformins backbone enzyme in A. brasiliensis, reported a peak height of 2X106. Since NRPSs 

are capable of cyclization the only other enzyme required would be the disulfide bond-forming 

enzyme. Given that no disulfide bond-forming enzyme was intentionally overexpressed in the 

Theobald paper it is possible that the di-sulfide bond forming enzyme remains the rate-limiting 

step, provided the supply of amino acids is not rate limiting. Our data shows basal expression of 

the putative disulfide bond-forming enzyme gene NRRL3_08968, annotated as a thioredoxin 

reductase, in the NRRL 2270 strain. If A. brasiliensis has similar levels of expression of its 

disulfide bond forming enzyme it is surprising only upregulating the backbone enzyme shows such 

high levels of malformins. Disulfide bonds do form spontaneously in vivo, but at rates orders of 

magnitude lower than with an enzyme (80). It is possible that upregulation of the backbone enzyme 

also resulted in upregulation of the disulfide bond forming enzyme through chromatin opening as 

there is a good candidate for the role adjacent to the backbone gene. This is true in A. niger as it is 

in A. brasiliensis, as there is a high degree of homology for this cluster in both strains. In addition, 

NRPSs would take longer to perform their multistep reactions than the reactions required for a 

single disulfide bind, likely meaning less of the disulfide-bond forming enzyme would be needed 

before it stops being rate-limiting. It has been reported recently that the upregulation of the 

Aspergillus brasiliensis malformins cluster thioredoxin reductase (mlfE) in Aspergillus nidulans 

did not affect disulfide bond formation in malformins. This is the homolog NRRL3_08968 so the 

correct gene may lie elsewhere (81). Another limit to production of malformins may be toxicity. 

As malformins has been reported to be toxic to Aspergillus nidulans there may be a point where 

organism undergoes enough stress to undue any gain made by pathway engineering (81). Rendsvig 

et al. reports that the transporters in the Aspergillus brasiliensis malformins cluster does reduce 

toxicity (81). What further increases in malformins production can be gained by modifying the 

pathway is difficult to say. If NRRL3_07873 only upregulates NRRL3_08969 it is possible that any 

effort to increase its expression alone will not further increase malformins production past this 

upper limit.  

The increased level of malformins produced the NRRL3_07873 random integration strain 

compared to the GlaA locus integration strain suggests an uncontrolled variable is affecting the 

expression of downstream genes. That is to say that for every random integration event there is an 

uncontrolled variable that is being affected differently, and the GlaA integration strain represents 

a single value of this variable that happens to result in lower malformins levels. Since 
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transcriptomics have shown that the GlaA insertion actively transcribes NRRL3_07873 it is 

unlikely that the lower levels of malformins in this strain are due to compromised NRRL3_07873 

expression. There is the possibility of multiple insertion events in the random integration strain, 

which could result in increased transcription factor levels, but it is questionable if increased 

expression beyond what is seen in the targeted strain would improve malformins production. To 

investigate the hypothesis that transcription factor gene copy number could have an effect on 

malformins expression there are a few experiments that could be conducted. Copy number of the 

transcription factor gene in the random integration strain could be quantified by quantitative PCR. 

Expression levels of NRRL3_07873 could be measured in the random integration strain to measure 

the effects of NRRL3_07873 expression on malformins production more directly. Showing an 

increase in copy number or expression would reveal a possible reason for increased malformins 

expression, but not knowing the insertion loci leaves other confounding variables that could 

influence malformins production. In order resolve this a new strain could be constructed with 

multiple transcription factor integrations at known loci. The A. niger strain A1513, for instance, 

contains 4 glucoamylase loci. Using existing DNA constructs multiple strains with between 1 and 

4 transcription factor integration events could be constructed. 

Other reasons for this discrepancy have been proposed. It is possible integration of the 

glucoamylase promoter could affect nearby chromatin and alter gene expression levels of nearby 

genes. Using this principle, the glucoamylase promoter could be introduced in front of the 

transcription factors while they are in their proper clusters. Introducing the promoter to 

NRRL3_08965.1 would not be expected to increase malformins production, unless chromatin 

opening in the cluster allowed expression of cluster genes. The NRRL3_08965.1 gene could be 

replaced with NRRL3_07873 to test if this transcription factor enhanced this effect, demonstrating 

the superior regulatory control of NRRL3_07873 over the cluster and the dependence of integration 

loci on malformins expression. 

The random integration could have also directly disrupted nearby genes that act as negative 

regulators, but the chance of this occurring is low considering the size of the genome. Aspergillus 

niger contains 597 transcription factors (513 of which are annotated as fungal-specific) and 

33,795,461 base pairs according to our internal data which may have been updated since time of 

last publication (54). The chances of a relevant gene being disrupted by one or a few integration 

events is unlikely. That multiple random integration strains were produced with high levels of 

malformins production makes the chance of a specific gene being the affected targeted even more 

unlikely. This is not to say negative regulators are not involved in malformins production, only 

that their disruption likely does not explain the difference between the random and specific 

integration strains. There is the possibility that if transcription factor expression is too high a 

negative regulator may cause negative feedback, which would implicate a negative regulator, 

explain the high levels of expression of NRRL3_07873 with low levels of malformins production, 

and allow for different levels of malformin production with different integration events. 

NRRL3_08974, for instance, is a negative regulator of transcription factors, and while it is not in 

the defined malformins cluster it is just outside of it. 

Malformins production in these strains have not been controlled to growth rate, so it is possible 

that some of this increased level is due to increased biomass, or a re-allocation of biomass to 

metabolite production. The more than 10-fold difference in Malformin levels between strains, 

however, does not reflect the possible differences in culture growth of cultures that are ostensibly 

the same size. The 96 well plates do not allow for large differences in mycelial mass once the 

mycelial plugs have grown into the wells. Spore count was controlled for, so differences in 
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malformins production do represent some difference between the strains, even if the increase is 

not directly due to upregulation of the backbone gene. 

These experiments do not establish the causal nature of the link between the transcription 

factor and the putative malformins NRPS. To test whether NRRL3_07873 directly interacts with 

the NRRL3_08969 promoter would require an experiment like Chromatin Immuno-Precipitation 

(ChIP) where the transcription factor would be cross-linked to the promoter in order to corroborate 

its interaction (82). It is possible that the system regulating malformins production includes 

multiple transcription factors acting in series or parallel, negative feedback loops with negative 

regulators, or some form of epigenetic regulation. Producing a strain that produces levels of 

malformins higher than a simple NRRL3_08969 overexpression strains could point to other genes 

involved in malformins production. Such strains could also implicate new genes in malformins 

regulation. It is possible that malformins expression is best achieved with multiple transcription 

factors being overexpressed, such as NRRL3_07873 and NRR3_08965.1. It is also possible that the 

effectiveness of a given transcription factor is reduced in this strain, and an orthologous 

transcription factor in another strain would produce better results. This could happen by 

spontaneous mutations in laboratory strains deactivating energetically expensive positive 

regulators of secondary metabolite production, as has been observed in the past (1). 

There is the possibility of repressors acting to repress malformins production. One way of 

discovering new genes is by creating a selective pressure towards mutations in the genes of interest. 

In the case of a repressor, production of a necessary nutrient could be linked to expression of a 

gene the repressor is supposed to repress. Provided that the promoter is capable of transcription in 

the absence of the repressor the A. niger genome could be mutagenized and the resulting surviving 

strains could be analyzed to look for common mutations. The only survivors on selective media 

should be those which have removed the functionality of the repressor (or mutated the promoter 

to avoid the repressor). In the context of NRRL3_07873, the selective gene would be placed in 

front of a putative downstream gene promoter such as NRRL3_08969 in the low malformin 

producing NRRL3_07873 overexpression strain in an attempt to alleviate the repression. 

Alternatively, this could be done in a wild type strain to see if the gene has any basal level of 

expression absent the repression.  

There are master regulators; regulators whose expression is implicated in the expression of 

many secondary metabolites. LaeA is a more well-known example in Aspergilli (43). Recently 

McrA has emerged as master repressor of secondary metabolite production (41). LaeA is almost 

universally a positive regulator of secondary metabolite production, so a knockout should not 

likely facilitate malformins production, though the possibility remains that it could negatively 

regulate genes which require some stimulus to be expressed (43). In these cases, the negative 

regulation would not be observed in the wildtype strains where expression is already basal.  

No malformins was observed in a strain where LaeA was deleted. Growing the parental strain 

in the dark did produce malformins more often than in the other growth conditions tested, but the 

peaks were at very low levels (the largest being 1.23X104) making strong conclusions difficult to 

draw. Since McrA was demonstrated to be a negative regulator a knock-out could reveal new 

metabolites or increase metabolite levels in cases like that of malformins where the metabolite is 

already observed. Elimination of repression may not be enough however, as some genes may 

require induction as well. This may be the case with the low level of transcription in otherwise 

silent genes in the McrA knockout strain produced by Oakley et al (41).  
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3.2.5 External stimuli and environmental conditions for malformins production 

In order to investigate alternate regulatory pathways for malformins these strains were 

subjected to complex mixtures of biomass and stress conditions. None of the conditions tested 

resulted in increased malformins production.  No malformins production was observed in these 

conditions, except in the cultures grown in the dark. This dark response could be involvement of 

the velvet complex, but these levels are too low to draw any conclusions.  

Minimal media+1% agar media with and without 5% salt supplementation were also tested on 

the parental strain and several NRRL3_07873 overexpression strains. This was an attempt to screen 

for inducing conditions across strains in case the inducing conditions required transcription factor 

upregulation as well. These resulted in lower levels of malformins than the targeted integration 

strain grown in 96-well plate with minimal media+1% maltose liquid media. As such these 

conditions are not expected to trigger synergistic pathways for malformins production. 

One possible way to induce malformins production is to attempt to expose it to organisms it 

may have evolved with in nature, or to organisms that produce similar compounds to those other 

organisms. For instance, Jomori et al. induced malformins production using a coculture with 

Mycobacterium smegmatis in A. niger (83). 

 

3.2.6 Expression analysis by RNAseq 

RNAseq from RNA taken from a two-hour transfer culture did not show upregulation of 

cluster genes from either the NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07884 or NRRL3_08969 cluster. This lack of 

expression could be because a different cluster is involved, but no other NRPSs were observed to 

be upregulated.  If any of these genes are required for malformins production, they are expected 

to increase in expression in strains that produce more malformins. The caveat to this is that the 

genes have to be upregulated at some point between induction of the transcription factor genes and 

production of the metabolites, not at any given point. In 96 well plate cultures peak malformins 

levels are at 5 days of growth on inducing media. This is well after two hours, but the transfer 

culture conditions are different and so malformins production may not take as long to start. To this 

end a time course of the transfer culture was conducted to look for active malformins production.  

 

3.2.7 Transfer culture for RNAseq 

The transfer culture was first conducted with the NRRL3_07873 random integration strain 

because shaking cultures tend to produce less metabolite and the random integration strain was 

expected to give the clearest signal. Time points were selected at 2, 8, and 24 hours. The 2 hour 

and 8 hour time points produced no observable levels of malformins. Malformins did appear at 24 

hours but lacking further data points it could not be concluded whether this was trending up or 

down. The experiment was repeated with the targeted integration strain that had been submitted to 

RNAseq, only this time the 8 hour time point was replaced with a 48 hour time point. Results 

showed malformins levels decreased after the 24 hour time point, and so production is expected to 

be lower after this time point as well. While there is typically a lag time between upregulation of 

a gene and production of the metabolite 6 to 22 hours is outside the norm. Takahashi et al looks at 

a variety of cellular processes and shows gene expression to metabolite lag times of 10 to 90 

minutes (84). Nakabayashi et al. observed flavanol gene expression upregulation at 3 hours with 

metabolite being observed 3 hours later (85). It is therefore not unreasonable to conclude that the 

cluster might be upregulated at a later time-point.  
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3.3 Master negative regulator McrA depletion strain 

It was hypothesized that a negative regulator could be responsible for counteracting the effects 

of gene cluster transcription factor expression. If the negative regulator either binds the 

transcription factor directly, or to a downstream target of the transcription factor, then less 

secondary metabolite might end up being produced. Disrupting or knocking out the regulator 

would, therefore, be expected to increase metabolite production. McrA, as a master negative 

regulator of secondary metabolite production, is more likely to affect any given secondary 

metabolite gene cluster than a randomly selected negative regulator.  

The depletion mutant of McrA in the NRRL 2270 background did result in a somewhat 

different metabolite profile; at least one that is more different than the difference between runs. 

30.87 % of the variance between all samples come from entities which were differentially 

expressed between strains on two different dates. This compares to 18.65% of the variance coming 

from entities differentially expressed between runs. What proportion of entities are expected to be 

differentially expressed would depend on how many pathways McrA regulates. It is sufficient for 

the purposes of demonstrating that these strains are different to show that the variation between 

strains is overrepresented, though the exact confidence of this conclusion given the proportion of 

variance of each component is not calculated in this study. It can also be noted that principle 

component analysis may be unable to separate strains even if they are different if the gene in 

question is responsible for fewer entities than typically vary between samples. This technique was 

used to analyze McrA specifically because McrA is a master regulator. 

Making analysis of which metabolites are regulated by this regulator difficult is the noisiness 

of the data. The more variance there is between runs, and between samples, the less certain it is 

that any given metabolite is the result of McrA depletion as opposed to a noise. The more 

metabolomics is run on the strains, and the more a given compound is seen upregulated or 

downregulated, the more certain it is that the compound is regulated by the gene in question. One 

potentially interesting compound present in all six samples of the McrA depletion strain but not 

the parental strain is a compound with the same mass as Asticolorin A, within 10 ppm. Asticolorin 

A is a xanthene that has only been observed in Aspergillus multicolo (86). No genes have been 

associated with its production. Looking for upregulated clusters in this strain could potentially 

provide candidates for Asticolorin A production. Other compounds identified by software 

according to mass are listed in table 12. Some of these annotations are more questionable than 

others, such as Miraxanthin-I, a yellow-plant pigment, which is less likely to be produced in a 

fungus than known fungal metabolites. This could mean that the peak instead represents a novel 

compound that happens to share the same or approximately the same mass (within 10 ppm).  

Malformins was not seen in the McrA depletion strain. This could be because malformins 

production requires a positive regulator in addition to removal of a negative regulator, or McrA 

may not be involved. Upregulation of gene cluster transcription factors in the McrA depletion strain 

would be needed to investigate this question. 

It is possible that the removed portion of the McrA gene may have actually enhanced its effect. 

With the promoter region removed and start codons in frame with the DNA binding domain still 

intact, it is possible that negative regulation of the negative regulator has been relived. McrA’s 

transcript has an unusually long 5’ non-coding region indicating regulatory complexity. On the 

other hand, removal of the promoter may have also removed the genes ability to recruit RNA 

polymerase (87). To resolve this question, RNA expression or proteomics would be needed to look 

for expression of the remaining gene fragment. 
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The purpose of McrA depletion in the NRRL 2270 strain was to test its effects on malformins 

production in the same background strain as the transcription factor overexpression strains.  It was 

hypothesized that McrA’s role in regulating secondary metabolism could be limiting the expression 

of malformins in the putative malformins’ TF overexpressing strains. In A. nidulans ChIP has 

shown that McrA is involved in regulation of secondary metabolites in many ways. McrA binding 

sites, for instance, were found upstream of gene cluster transcription factors, negatively regulating 

them (87). This effect would be redundant with our glucoamylase promoter driven transcription 

factor expression mutants as these mutants not only have high levels of transcription factor 

expression, but the GlaA promoter may not be targeted by McrA. These binding sites were also 

found on biosynthetic genes within the cluster, meaning even with upregulated transcription 

factors the enzymes themselves may experience repression. McrA also interacts with other binding 

sites upstream of other regulator genes, such as LaeA, McrA itself, and non-coding RNAs 

surrounding it (87).  

In terms of epigenetics, while replacing the glucoamylase promoter of the cluster transcription 

factor may alleviate some of the local heterochromatin, the presence of McrA at other cluster genes 

may nullify this effect.  On top of this, McrA does affect other genes which could be involved 

indirectly . The methyltransferase llmG is a positive regulator of secondary metabolism, speculated 

to be due to its ability to open up chromatin by chromatin methylation.  McrA has been shown to 

be a negative regulator of llmG, allowing an alternative route to cluster downregulation beyond 

directly binding the clusters (88).  

 

3.4 Conclusion and suggestions for future work 

 Overexpression of the NRRL3_00042 biosynthetic gene cluster transcription factor gene 

resulted in the appearance of three peaks of unidentified mass: 425.1368, 284.1277, and 409.1383. 

The overexpression also resulted in the mycelia having a strong yellow color and a reduced growth 

rate. Deletion of the backbone enzyme gene NRRL3_00036 resulted in the partial restoration of 

the parental strain phenotype and the disappearance of the listed mass peaks. 

 The identity of these peaks still needs to be investigated by a technique to resolve the 

compounds structure, such as NMR. Potential bioactive effects should be screened to determine 

clinical relevance. The involvement of tailoring enzymes in the cluster could also be investigated 

and a platform for the production of the compounds could be developed.  

 Overexpression of the NRRL3_08965.1 biosynthetic gene cluster transcription factor did 

not result in upregulation of its cluster. The overexpression of the NRRL3_07873 biosynthetic 

gene cluster transcription factor did show the greatest increase in malformins production, the 

compounds that have been bioinformatically associated to the NRRL3_08969 cluster.  

 The upregulation of the NRRL3_08969 cluster in strains with increased malformins 

production still needs to be demonstrated by taking RNA at a more appropriate timepoint. The 

involvement of cluster enzymes, namely the NRRL3_08969 NRPS backbone enzyme and the 

NRRL3_08968 thioredoxin reductase, still needs to investigated. The regulation of the cluster 

could be further investigated by introducing a promoter containing AngCP binding sites to the 

cluster in an effort to open up cluster chromatin. Comparing this effect in strains with and without 

NRRL3_07873 in the glucoamylase locus could implicate epigenetic regulation as the uncontrolled 

variable altering malformins production levels. Further, transcription factors such as 

NRRL3_07873 could be upregulated in the McrA depletion strain to test for increased metabolite 

production in the absence repression by McrA. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

4.1 Strains 

Aspergillus niger NRRL 2270 ΔKusAΔPyrG is the parental strain used in this project for the 

generation of mutant strains by gene replacement and gene deletion. A. niger  NRRL 3 was the 

reference strain for bioinformatics and genomics analysis. Gene names refer to the NRRL 3 

annotation (i.e. NRRL3_00036 encodes an NRPS). NRRL3_00042 encodes the transcription factor 

located inside the NRRL3_00036 cluster, NRRL3_08965.1 is the transcription factor located inside 

the NRRL3_08969 cluster, and NRRL3_07873 is the transcription factor located inside the 

NRRL3_07881/NRRL3_07888 cluster.  

 

4.2 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

PCR reactions are done at varying volumes. The ratio of ingredients are as follows: 4 μl 5X 

HF buffer, 0.4 μl 10mM dNTP, 1 μl forward and reverse 100 mM primer, 0.1 μl phusion protein, 

and a total of 13.5 μl for the remaining ddH2O and DNA template, with volumes shared between 

them depending on DNA template concentration.  

 The exact PCR cycling varies by length of desired amplicon and type of template DNA. PCRs 

begin with an initial denaturation step, which is 1 minute for plasmids and 5 minutes for genomic 

DNA. Next, 30 cycles of denaturation, annealing, and amplification are performed. Denaturation 

lasts 15-20 seconds, annealing lasts 15-30 seconds, and amplification lasts 30 seconds per 1 kb of 

DNA to be amplified. A final extension step lasts between 7 and 10 minutes.  

 

4.3 Transformation Constructs 

Two different transformation methods were used in order to generate mutant strains. One 

inserted genes randomly into the A. niger genome and the other used a CRISPR/Cas9 system to 

make double stranded cuts at specific sites within the genome and a homologous repair template 

to repair the cut as desired. Both utilized plasmids to contain and deliver the desired genetic 

information. Sequence information for plasmids was stored using the Clone Manager software, 

which also allowed for simulation of restriction enzyme cuts.  

Targeted integration and deletions used ANEp8 plasmids defined according to Song et al. (89). 

When the guide RNA (gRNA) insert is included, ANEp8 are 15928 base pair plasmids containing 

the following features: A beta-lactamase (bla) gene encoding for resistance to beta-lactam family 

antibiotics (such as ampicillin), AMA1 sequence for plasmid replication, pyrG gene for 

auxotrophic selection, a Cas9 gene with PKiA promoter and GlaA terminator, and a gRNA. 

The bla gene is used for selection of positively transformed E.coli colonies by growing in 

media with ampicillin. The AMA1 sequence allows for higher efficiency of transformation into 

aspergilli due to presence of mobile Aspergillus transformation enhancers and ARS-consensus 

sequence. The pyrG gene encodes orotidine 5'-phosphate decarboxylase, which is responsible for 

catalyzing the production of uridine monophosphate. Strains lacking the pyrG gene must be 

supplemented with uridine or be rescued. Cas9 is an enzyme used in bacteria immune response, 

which can catalyze double stranded cuts at specific sequences complementary to provided gRNA. 

Cuts occur at the after the 17 base pair targeted by the gRNA, three base pairs before the required 

PAM site, defined as a sequence of three nucleotides with the code NGG. 

ANEp8 plasmids are generated by inserting a 359 base pair insert containing the desired 

gRNA. Inserts are created by amplifying two separate DNA fragments by PCR. Each amplification 

has one primer with a 20 bp overhang corresponding to the desired gRNA. This overhang allows 
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overlap PCR, where the overhangs of each fragment bind complementarily, and outside primers 

amplify the whole length of the two amplicons, creating a single insert.  

The insert is incorporated into existing ANEp8 plasmid by ligation independent cloning (LIC). 

The “empty”, meaning without insert” plasmid is cut with SwaI restriction enzyme. This linearizes 

the plasmid and allows digestion of the 3’ end with T4 DNA polymerase. Circularization is 

prevented by treating the digested plasmid with calf-intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP). T4 

polymerase is able to remove 3’ nucleotides when those nucleotides are not present in solution. 

This means the enzyme will digest the DNA up until it reaches a nucleotide with which the solution 

is supplemented. Due to the design of this stretch of DNA, supplementing insert digestion with 

dCTP and the linear plasmid with dGTP creates complementary overhangs. The insert and plasmid 

are annealed together by heating the insert and plasmid together to 60°C, then gradually cooling 

the mixture to 4°C. The annealed plasmid is then transformed into E.coli. E.coli ligates the plasmid 

with the insert and propagates the construct.  

Random integration utilized ANIp7 plasmids. These plasmids contain the same bla and pyrG 

genes found in ANEp8. Instead of a Cas9 gene ANIp7 contains the glucoamylase promoter and 

terminator, with a PsiI restriction site in between the two features to allow integration of a 

transcription factor gene by LIC. Plasmid size before inclusion of the gene is 5642 bps. The 

plasmid lacks an origin of replication, meaning it must insert itself into the genome to be passed 

on with stability. 

 

4.4 Mini Prep – Extraction of plasmids from E.coli 

Transformed E.coli colonies from the ANEp8 transformation, grown on Lysogeny Broth+amp 

agar plates, are picked with toothpicks and placed into 7.5 mL liquid Lysogeny Broth+amp. These 

cultures are grown overnight at 37°C, at 220 rpm. Cultures are then spun down and undergo mini-

prep with a Bio-Basic molecular biology kit according to the “Protocol for Purification of Low 

Copy Plasmid DNA” in the “EZ-10 Spin Column Plasmid DNA Miniprep Kit” manual 

(BS614/414/413, Ver.2017AM1, Rev.20.06.2017). Collected plasmids are quality controlled with 

a pair of primers spanning either side of the insert insertion site.  

 

4.5 Guide RNA and repair template design 

In A. niger the KusA gene is responsible for non-homologous end joining. Working with a 

ΔKusA A. niger strain means that any cuts to the genome must be repaired through homologous 

recombination. Due to this, any cuts not repaired with a homologous template will lead to cell 

death. In this way, it is expected that only colonies with the desired modification will grow. 

Guide RNAs are selected according to cutting efficiency within the region that will be 

homologously recombined. In addition, gRNAs with off target binding sites are omitted. Geneious 

software was used to look for guide RNA targets, score their efficiency, and look for off target 

sites.  For knockouts, repair templates are designed with 30 or 45 base pairs on either side of the 

region to be removed. Each of these arms are selected to have an equal annealing temperature to 

their counterpart. Higher binding affinity is expected to result in more efficient transformation. 

Gene insertions are done by amplifying the desired sequence from an existing parental strain 

genome and adding homologous regions to either end that are complementary to where the 

sequence will be inserted. In the case where non-native promoters must be added to a gene overlap 

PCR is used, or, if the repair template is being propagated on a plasmid, the gene can be inserted 

into a plasmid that already contains the desired promoter.  
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For upregulating transcription factors in a high throughput method, a plasmid had been 

designed that already incorporates the glucoamylase promoter and terminator. This allows the 

amplification and insertion of any number of genes. Using this method limits homologous 

recombination to the glucoamylase locus, however, as adding homologous regions for new loci 

would require a new plasmid.  

Primers with 60 base pair overhang homologous regions can be used, but these have lower 

transformation efficiency compared to plasmids, and require large PCR volumes to reach 

significant yield.   

 

4.6 Transformation 

Incorporation of these DNA constructs into A. niger cells requires permeabilization of the cell 

membrane. Typically, A. niger contains a polysaccharide cell wall, which gives the mycelia its 

shape and holds the cells together. This also gives the plasma membrane extra structural integrity. 

In order to facilitate permeabilization the membrane enzymes were used to digest the cell wall, 

leaving single, round, cells called protoplasts.  

Protoplasts are delicate, so rough handling and over digestion can reduce protoplast yield. 

Since transformation efficiency is limited, a high number of protoplasts are needed to obtain 

transformed colonies. This means enzyme concentration and digestion time must be balanced. 

Further, the optimal protoplasting conditions vary by strain. 

The NRRL 2270 strain in particular is resistant to protoplasting, relative to other A. niger 

strains such as PY11 and A1513. In order to maximize protoplast formation without running the 

digestion for too long several techniques were employed. A primary 25 mL seed culture was grown 

for 24 hours before 5 mL was transferred to a 100 mL culture. This culture was grown overnight 

for 15 hours. This transfer culture protocol is used to produce fresh, young mycelia. This allows 

for a high mass of mycelia that has not had time to grow a tougher cell wall. A marble was included 

in both these cultures to prevent clumping of mycelia and allow more surface area for enzymes to 

digest the cell walls. Both cultures are grown at 32°C, at 220 rpm, in CM media (0.056 M D-

Glucose (Bioshop), 0.2% peptone (Bioshop), 0.1% Yeast Extract (Bioshop), 0.1% Casamino 

Acids (Bioshop), 0.01 M L-Uracil (Bioshop), 0.07 M NaNO3, 0.007M KCl, 0.6 M KH2PO4, 0.6 

M K2HPO4). 

Mycelia was collected by filtering over miracloth and washing with 0.6M MgSO4. One gram 

of novozyme enzymes is added to 100 mL OM solution (32 ml OM1 (0.005 M NaH2PO4, 0.0262 

M Na2HPO4), 50 ml OM2 (2.4M MgSO4•󠇦7H2O), 18 ml ddH2O). The mycelia was added to the 

OM solution, vortexed to reduce clumping, and separated into four 250 mL glass flasks. Flasks 

were placed at 37°C at 100 rpm for 100 minutes. Protoplasts were then transferred by serological 

pipette underneath an ice-cold 20 ml layer of TB (0.6M sorbitol, 0.1M Tris-HCl at pH 7.5) in a 50 

ml tube. Tubes were centrifuged for 40 minutes, 4°C, at 4000 rpm. This separated the solution into 

two phases with protoplasts floating between them. The middle phase was taken by serological 

pipette and pipetted underneath a 40 ml volume of SC solution (1 M sorbitol, 0.05 M CaCl2•󠇦2H2O) 

in 50 ml tubes. These tubes were centrifuged at 3000 rpm, 4°C, for 10 minutes to pellet protoplasts. 

Supernatant is removed and pellets were resuspended in order to achieve desired protoplast 

concentration.  

In order to introduce DNA into the protoplasts the cell membranes must be permeabilized. A 

40 μl volume of protoplasts were taken per transformation to be performed. This includes: all 

transformations, negative controls with no DNA added and therefor no pyrG for survival, negative 

controls with just the ANEp8 plasmid which are expected to be lethal due to DNA cuts in the 
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ΔKusA strain, positive control with an ANEp8 plasmid without gRNA, and positive control where 

the protoplasts are plated on media supplemented with uracil. To these protoplasts a maximum of 

10 μl of DNA was added, typically 1 μg of ANEp8 plasmid and 20 μg of repair template. Next, 4 

μl of ATA and 20 μl of 20 % PEG (freshly prepared from 60% PEG in SC) were added. Mixing 

was done by gently pipetting and inverting the transformation tube.  The tubes were then left to sit 

at room temperature for 10 minutes before 300 μl of 60% PEG is added. After being mixed by 

pipetting and inverting the tubes were left to sit at room temperature for 20 minutes. Next, 1 mL 

of sorbitol is added, and the transformation is mixed by pipetting. These tubes were centrifuged at 

16,000 g for 4 minutes in order to pellet protoplasts. The protoplasts were then suspended in 200 

μl sorbitol for plating on SRM plates.  

Transformation plates were left at 30°C until spores begin to form (around 4 days). Spores 

were then toothpick transferred into 1 mL CM in 5 mL tubes in order to grow mycelia overnight 

at 32°C for genomic DNA extraction. Mycelia is spun down at 16,000 rpm for 5 minutes and 

supernatant is removed. An 800 μl volume of DNA extraction buffer (0.173 M SDS, 0.001 M Tris, 

0.127 M EDTA) was added to each tube with 250 μl glass beads. Tubes were vortexed, then bead-

beat with an MP Biomedical FastPrep-24 Classic Instrument. 10 μg RNAse A was added to the 

lysed mycelia and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. Tubes were spun down at 16,000 g to reduce 

bubbles from the DNA extraction buffer. DNA extraction then occurs by adding 800 μl 

phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol and vortexing for 1 minute. Tubes were spun down at 10,000 

rpm for 10 minutes. A 700 μl volume of the upper phase is then transferred to a new tube where 

700 μl of phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol is added. Tubes were spun down at 10,000 rpm for 

10 minutes. A 500 μl volume of the upper phase is then transferred to a new tube where 500 A 700 

μl volume of the upper phase is then transferred to a new tube of isopropanol and 50 μl 3M sodium 

acetate, in order to precipitate DNA. Samples were vortexed and left at -20°C for 30 minutes. 

Tubes were then centrifuged at 16,000 g, 4°C, for 30 minutes in order to pellet precipitated DNA. 

Supernatant is removed and the pellet is washed twice with 250 μl volumes of cold 70% ethanol. 

Pellets were suspended in 45 μl warm ddH2O. 

In order to ensure proper transformation, the region of the genome being transformed is 

checked. For deletions spanning primers were used and the deleted region is measured by the 

difference in band size vs the control. The same technique is done with gene insertions, except in 

the case where the new sequence is the same size as the sequence being replaced. In this case, 

restriction enzymes were used that cut the amplicon of the inserted sequence and yield different 

DNA band fragments than the parental strain. 

 

4.7 Growth conditions 

For analyzing the metabolomes of strains overexpressing genes under the glucoamylase locus 

strains were grown in 190 μl of inducing medium containing maltose, namely minimal media +1% 

maltose (0.029 M D-Maltose, 0.0112 M MgSO4, 0.07 M NaNO3, 0.007 M KCl, 0.006 M KH2PO4, 

0.006 M K2HPO4, 0.1% Hunter Trace Elements) and MMJ (0.438 M D-Maltose, 0.045 M MgSO4, 

0.4% Hunter Trace Elements, 0.28 M NaNO3, 0.0028 M KCl, 0.024 M KH2PO4, 0.024 M 

K2HPO4). Typically, these cultures reach optimal growth at 5 days of growth when incubated at 

30°C. With some strains time courses are used to find the optimal incubation time for production 

of the compound of interest.  

For testing inducing molecules and conditions for malformins production, 24 well plates were 

used. Various media were used: MMJ or Minimal media+1% maltose supplemented with 1% 

wheat and/or 5% NaCl, and Yeast Malt Extract (0.3% yeast extract, 0.3% malt extract, 0.5% 
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peptone, 0.056 M D-glucose, pH adjusted to 6.00 with HCl). Different conditions were also tested: 

growing cultures in total darkness by wrapping plates in aluminum foil, growing fungi in 24-well 

polystyrene plates on a 30 °C hot plate by a window receiving 14 hours of sunlight per day, 

growing cultures at 30°C and 37°C, and growing cultures at 7 or 10 days. 

 

4.8 Growing cultures for extracting RNA and RNA sequencing 

For collecting RNAseq data liquid shaking cultures were used. Pre-cultures were grown in 100 

mL CM +2% fructose in 1 L flasks for 16 hours at 30°C and 220 rpm. Mycelia was collected by 

filtration with miracloth and washed with sterile ddH2O. A half tablespoon was transferred to 50 

mL MM+1% cultures in 250 mL flasks. Cultures were grown for 2 hours at 30°C and 220 rpm. 

Mycelia was collected with miracloth and moisture was removed by folding the miracloth over 

and squeezing with paper towel. Samples were frozen with liquid nitrogen and the mycelia was 

grinded with mortar and pestle. Mycelia was added to trizol in 100 mg mycelia per 1 ml trizol 

portions. Samples were vortexed 30 seconds and incubated a5 5 minutes at room temperature. 

Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm and 4°C for 15 minutes. Supernatant was transferred into 

a new tube and 200 μl chloroform was added. Samples were shaken by hand for 14 seconds and 

incubated at room temperature for 2.5 minutes. Samples were shaken by hand and then centrifuged 

for 10,000 rpm at 4°C for 15 minutes. The top, aqueous, phase was transferred to a new tube and 

500 μl isopropanol was added to precipitate RNA. Samples were vortexed and left to incubate at 

room temperature for 10 minutes. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm and 4°C for 10 minutes. 

Supernatant was removed and pellets were washed with -20°C 1 ml 75% ethanol. Samples were 

centrifuged 5 minutes at 7,000 rpm and 4°C. The wash was repeated a second time. Pellet was 

dried in a roto-vac. The pellet was resuspended in 30 μl of nuclease free H2O. The pellet was then 

dissolved by leaving on ice for 15 to 30 minutes. 

Since there may be some lag time between the induction of a transcription factor and the 

expression of cluster genes it targets various secondary culture times were tested to look for peak 

metabolite production. A time course of transfer culture secondary cultures was done for the 

NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain and the NRRL3_07873 overexpression strain.  

 

4.9 Mass Spectrometry 

Metabolomes were analyzed by mass spectrometry. To prepare samples for mass spectrometry 

media from fungal culture wells was taken and spun down at 16,000 g for 30 minutes to pellet 

biological material. Supernatant was taken and protein was precipitated with 2:1 cold methanol. 

Samples were placed at -20°C for 30 minutes. Samples were then centrifuged at 16,000 g for 30 

minutes to pellet precipitated protein. The top 50 μl of supernatant was taken and distributed into 

wells of a 96 well plate with 50 μl of 0.1% formic acid in ddH2O.  

Analysis of NRRL3_00036 cluster strains and malformins producing strains was done 

using a 7-Tesla Finnigan LTQ-FT mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corporation, San Jose, 

CA). Injection of 10 μl of each sample into a Kinetex 150 x 2.1 mm, 5 µm, C18 column 

(Phenomenex, Torrence, CA, USA) was done in order to separate compounds with an Agilent 

1260 Infinity II HPLC system (Agilent technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The solvents Solvent 

A (0.1 % formic acid in water) and Solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) were used to 

generate a reversed-phase separation gradient. A solvent flow rate of 250 µl/min was set with the 

following gradient conditions: 3% B isocratic for 1 min, increased to 80% B over 10 min, increased 

to 95% B in 0.1 min, maintained at 95% for 1 min, decreased to 3% B in 0.1 min and kept at 3% 

B for 4.8 min. Column eluate underwent electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry in the LTQ-
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FT with an ionization voltage of 4900 V in positive mode and 3700 V in negative mode. Scan 

range spanned from 100 to 1400 m/z at 100000 resolution at 200 m/z.   

Analysis of the NRRL3_03076 depletion strain was done using a Agilent 6560 ion mobility 

Q-TOF mass spectrometer equipped with a Jetstream electrospray source. Injection of 10 μl of 

each sample into a Kinetex 150 x 2.1 mm, 5 µm, C18 column (Phenomenex, Torrence, CA, USA) 

was done in order to separate compounds with an Agilent 1260 Infinity II HPLC system (Agilent 

technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The solvents Solvent A (0.1 % formic acid in water) and 

Solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) were used to generate a reversed-phase separation 

gradient. A solvent flow rate of 450 µl/min was set with the following gradient conditions: 3% B 

to 80% B over 8 minutes. This was followed by an isocratic step with a solvent flow rate of 450 

µl/min set with the following gradient conditions: 85% B for 1.5 minutes. The final re-equilibration 

step was performed at a flow rate of 450 µl/min with the following gradient conditions: 3% B for 

3.5 min. Eluate was passed to the mass spectrometer. The negative and positive polarity 

acquisitions had a full scan range between 100 to 1700 m/z at 2 Hz out using 2 GHz extended 

dynamic mode range at 30000 resolution. 

Data processing was done using Profinder for the McrA strain, followed by data analysis 

was done using Mass Profiler Professional. Xcalibur software was used to generate gene cluster 

strain chromatograms. Chromatogram labels were edited for legibility. 

Before analysis by Mass Profiler Professional data is processed with Profinder and 

converted into .CEF files that can be opened in Mass Profiler Professional. In Profinder, the feature 

extraction algorithm for small molecules/peptides is selected. Batch recursive feature extraction 

was done with the following parameters: only peaks within a retention time window between 0.5 

and 11, and peaks with heights of at least 1000, were extracted, the ion species allowed were: +H, 

+Na, +NH4, -H, +HCOO, and H2O, assigned charge rates were limited to a range of 1 to 2. 

Compound filters were set with a compound ion count threshold set to two or more ions. Binning 

and alignment tolerances were set to a retention time window of 2.00% + 0.10 minutes with a mass 

window of 20 ppm + 2.00 millidaltons. Post processing filters used were: setting the MFE score 

minimum a minimum of 70 in at least 2 files of at least one sample group. EIC tolerance was set 

with expansion values of ± 35.0 ppm and extracted ion chromatogram range limited to an expected 

retention time of ± 0.10 minutes. EIC peak integration was done with Agile 2. Smoothing was 

done with the gaussian function with a function width of 9 points and a gaussian width of 5. Peak 

filters were filtered with a minimum absolute height of 5000 counts. Chromatogram data format 

was set to centroid. Peak spectra were included where average scans were greater than 10% peak 

height, excluding time of flight spectra when above 10% saturation. Centroiding is done with a 

maximum spike width of 2 and a required valley of 0.70. Tgt score minimum was set to 70 in at 

least 2 files of at least one sample group. 

Once .CEF files are generated files were imported into Mass Profiler Professional and 

assigned parameter values. Since data was already filtered Mass Profiler Professional filters can 

be set with little stringency to allow al data to be used. Principle component analysis was done 

using the Mass Profiler Professional software. 
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Supplemental 

 

Quality control of NRRL_07873 strains 

A forward primer starting 45 base pairs upstream the start codon and a reverse primer ending 

92 base pairs downstream of the stop codon was used to amplify the coding region of any gene 

with a GlaA promoter and terminator. NRRL3_07873 in particular is 97 bp longer than the GlaA 

gene making it difficult to resolve the difference on an agarose gel. While the NRRL3_07873 band 

did look larger than the GlaA band on an electrophoresis gel, a restriction digest was used to 

resolve some of the ambiguity. A restriction enzyme that cuts a restriction site found within the 

GlaA gene but not the NRRL3_07873 gene, BglII, was used. The NRRL3_07873 gene lacks a 

unique cut site that could be used to confirm its presence with a positive result. The 2269 base pair 

NRRL_07873 gene is expected to produce a 2406 base pair band while the GlaA gene of the 

negative control is expected to be cut and produce a 1476 base pair band and an 833 base pair 

band. The amplicons for this PCR can be seen run on an electrophoresis gel in supplemental figure 

1. 

 

 
Supplemental figure 1. Amplification of glucoamylase locus in NRRL3_07873 targeted 

integration strain. Electrophoresis agarose gel of amplicons amplified with TFChk_45_Fw and 

TFChk_92_Rv primers and digested with BglII restriction enzyme, run at 100 volts. 7873-G2 

denotes the second colony taken from a transformation where the NRRL3_07873 gene was inserted 

into the glucoamylase locus. 

 

McrA depletion strain quality control 
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A forward primer starting 749 base pairs upstream of the start codon and a reverse primer 

ending 675 base pairs downstream of the start codon were used to check for the deleted region of 

the McrA gene as a means of quality control. Lack of deletion is expected to produce an amplicon 

of 1424 base pairs while a deletion of the 485 base pair region is expected to produce an amplicon 

of 939 base pairs. 

Figure 10 shows the amplicons amplified from genomic DNA from two McrA depletion 

strains run in duplicate and the parental strain. 

 

 
Supplemental figure 2. Electrophoresis agarose gel of amplicons amplified with 

3076KOChkFw and 3076KOChkRv primers, run at 100 volts. 

 

 

 

Quality control NRRL3_00036 deletion strains 

A forward primer starting 920 base pairs before the start codon and a reverse primer ending 

743 base pairs downstream of the start codon were used as flanking primers to check for deletion 

of the NRRL3_00036 gene. Amplicons for this PCR can be seen run on an electrophoresis gel in 

figure 15. 
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Supplemental figure 3. Amplification of the NRRL3_00036 locus in NRRL3_00036 deletion 

strain with flanking primers.  Electrophoresis agarose gel of amplicons amplified with 

36KO_Chk_Fw and 36KO_Chk_Rv primers, run at 100 volts 
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NRR3_00036 cluster gene expression by reverse transcription PCR 

Expression of the NRRL3_00042 and NRRL3_00036 genes in the NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain was tested by reverse transcription PCR (supplemental figure 4). 
 

 

 

  
Supplemental figure 4. Reverse transcription PCR of the NRRL3_00036 gene in the 

NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain and parental strain 

Lane 1: Ladder, Lane 2: cDNA sourced from parental strain at 5-days - amplification using 

NRRL3_00036 primers, Lane 4: no reverse transcriptase control from parental strain at 5-days - 

amplification using NRRL3_00036 and NRRL3_00042 primers (multiplex), Lane 5: cDNA 

sourced from parental strain at 7-days - amplification using NRRL3_00036 primers, Lane 7: no 

reverse transcriptase control from parental strain at 7-days - amplification using NRRL3_00036 

and NRRL3_00042 primers (multiplex), Lane 8: cDNA sourced from NRRL3_00042 

overexpression strain at 7-days - amplification using NRRL3_00036 primers. 
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Supplemental figure 5. Reverse transcription PCR of the NRRL3_00042 overexpression strain. 

Results are from RNA extracted at 7 says of growth 

 
 

 

 

 

Supplemental table 1. Primer and repair template table: 

TFChk_45_Fw AACTGAGAGCCTGAGCTTC 

TFChk_92_Rv TCACTACTATTATGCACACCC 

NRRL3_03076 

gRNA 

GCAACATACAGGATACTGAG 

NRRL3_03076 

repair template 

GCCTTCCGTACATACTTTACGTACTTACATAGTATCCTGTATGT

TGCTTGCTCTTTTGCT 

3076KOChkFw CATCCTTCCCTGACCCTTGC 
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3076KOChkRv GACAGAATCGACGCGAGAACG 

NRRL3_00036 

gRNA 

GTACACCCGCAACTTTACCT 

NRRL3_00036 60 

base pair repair 

template 

CCGCAGGCACATCTCAGCTCGCATGTCGACCATCAAACCGGAC

CATCCCCAATGCAGTGT 

 

NRRL3_00036 90 

base pair repair 

template 

TAGCGGGTCTCAATTCCGCAGGCACATCTCAGCTCGCATGTCG

ACCATCAAACCGGACCATCCCCAATGCAGTGTCTAAGCAACAT

CCCG 

 

36KO_Chk_Fw GTGGATGTCCAAGCAACCAC 

36KO_Chk_Rv GTGATAGCACGACCGTTGATG 

 

 

 

  


